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PREFACE 
Although the notion of derivation has been existing in hterature since the 
advent of twentieth century, yet it was during the past six decades that the study of 
derivations in rings got impetus soon after Herstein [39] and Posner [81] simultane-
ously obtained some remarkable results particularly for prime rings in the year 1957. 
This study started attracting a wide circle of algebraists like Bell, Beidar, Bresar, 
C. L. Chuang, Herstein, Jacobson, Kharchenko, Lanski, P. H. Lee, T. K. Lee, 
Martindale, Posner, Vukman and many others. The theory of derivations plays 
an important role not only in ring theory, but also in functional analysis, linear 
differential equations, C*-algebras, commutative Banach algebras etc. 
In the present dissertation our objective is to study the results obtained by 
various authors concerning, derivations on multihnear polynomial, generalized 
derivations, Jordan triple derivations and generalized Jordan triple derivations 
of associative rings. The exposition consists four chapters. Chapter 1 contains 
preliminary notions, basic definitions and some important well known results which 
may be needed for the development of the subject in the subsequent chapters. Each 
chapter is subdivided into various sections. The definitions, examples, results and 
remarks etc. have been specified with double decimal numbers. The first figure 
denotes the number of the chapter, second represents the section in the chapter and 
third points out the number of the definition, the example, or the remark ris the 
case may be in particular chapter. For example, Theorem 4.2.3 refers to the third 
theorem appearing in the second section of the chapter four. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of derivations on multihnear polynomials. 
This chapter includes results due to P. H. Lee and T. K. Lee [64], T. L. Wong [90] 
and T. K. Lee and W. K. Shiue [73]. Section 2.2 starts with a result due to P. H. Lee 
and T. K. Lee [64] which states that if f{Xi,X2, ...X„) is a multilinear polynomial 
over a prime ring R and d is a nonzero derivation on R such that for all ri, ra r„ 
in some nonzero ideal I oi R [d{f{n, r2, ....r„)), (ri, ra, ....r„)]fc = 0 with k fixed, then 
f{Xi,X2, ....Xn) is central valued on R except where charR = 2 oi R satisfies the 
standard identity 54. In Section 2.3 a generalization of the above result obtained 
by T. L. Wong [90] has been presented. Finally, some results due to T. K. Leo, and 
W. K. Shiue [73] have been given. 
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Chapter 3 deals with the study of generaUzed derivations of prime and 
semiprime rings. Most of the results of this chapter are based mainly on the work 
of Hvala [44] and T. K. Lee [72]. Section 3.2 opens with a result due to Hvala [44] 
which is a generalization of a well known result due to Posner [81] which states 
that the product of two nonzero derivations of a prime ring R can not be a deriva-
tion. Section 3.3 includes generalization of the result due to Herstein [43] which 
states that if d is a derivation of a noncommutative ring R with charR ^ 2, then 
[d{x), d{y)] — 0 for all x,y e R imphes d = 0. Finally, in Section 3.4, a result due to 
T. K. Lee [72] has been included which presents a characterization of a result due 
to Hvala [44] in the contexts of semiprime ring. 
Chapter 4 is based on the study of Jordan triple derivations of prime and 
semiprime rings. Main results presented in this chapter are due to Bresar [15], 
Jing and Lu [48], Liu and Shiue [75] and Vukman [89]. Section 4.2 starts with a 
result of Bresar [15] which states that every Jordan triple derivation on a 2-torsion 
free semiprime ring is a derivation. In Section 4.3 a generalization of this result 
for generalized Jordan triple derivation for prime and semiprime ring is given. Last 
section contains some results due to Liu and Shiue [75] for (6, (;6)-derivations of a 
semiprime ring which are infact generalizations of some results presented in the 
previous section. 
At the end, an extensive bibliography of the existing literature related to the 
subject matter of the dissertation is included. 
IV 
CHAPTER-(1) 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Introduction 
The goal of this chapter is to collect some basic notions and important 
terminologies with a view to make our dissertation as self contained as possible. Of 
course, the elementry knowledge of the algebraic concept such as groups, 
modules, rings and homomorphisms etc. have been preassumed and no attempt 
has been made to discuss these ideas. Some key results and well known theorems 
are also included which we shall need in the development of the subsequent chapters. 
Most of the material included in this chapter occurs in standard literature namely, 
Beidar et al. [9], Herstein [41], Lambek [54], McCoy [78] and Rowen [84] etc. 
1.2. Some elementary concepts for rings 
Throughout the dissertation, unless otherwise mentioned, R will denote an 
assosiative ring having atleast two elements. For the sake of conveniences, the 
Lambek [54], product a.b of any two elements a and b of i? will be denoted by 
ab. 
Definition 1.2.1 (Ideal). An additive subgroup / of i? is said to be a left (resp. 
right) ideal of R, if ra € / (resp ar € / ) for all a e I, r e R. I is said to be an 
ideal of R if it is a left as well as a right ideal of R. 
Example 1.2.1. Let i? = I ( " ^ J | a,6,c,d e z | . 
Then - ^ i ^ l l n n j \a,beZ> is a right ideal but not a left ideal of R, 
and /2 = J f ^ j I a, 6 e Z l i s a left ideal but not a right ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Prime Ideal). A proper ideal P of i? is called a prime ideal of 
R if for any two ideals A and B oi R, AB C P implies AC P or B C P. 
Remark 1.2.1. Equivalently, an ideal P in a ring R is prime if and only if any one 
of the following holds: 
(i) If a, 6 G P such that aRb C P, then a 6 P or 6 GP . 
(a) If (a) and (6) are principle ideals in R such that {a){b) C P, then a e P or 
be P. 
(iii) If U and V are left (right) ideals in R such that l/V C P, then 1/ C P or 
V C P . 
Definition 1.2.3 (Prime Ring). A Ring R is said to be prime if the zero ideal 
(0) is a prime ideal in R. 
Remark 1.2.2. Equivalently, a ring R is a prime ring if and only if any one of the 
following holds: 
(i) If / i and I2 are ideals in R such that /i/2={0}, then / i={0} or /2={0}. 
(M) If for any a,b e R, aRb = {0} implies either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Semiprime Ideal). An ideal P in a ring R is said to be a 
semiprime ideal in R if for every ideal / of P, /^ C P implies I C P. 
Remark 1.2.3. (i) A prime ideal is necessarily semiprime but converse need not 
hold. 
(M) Intersection of prime (semiprime) ideals is semiprime. Thus in the ring Z of 
integers, ideal (2) n (3) = (6) is semiprime which is not prime. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Semiprime Ring). A ring R which have no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals is said to be a semiprime ring. 
Remark 1.2.4. A ring R is semiprime if and only if for any a e R, aRa = {0}, 
implies that a = 0. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Commutator Ideal). An ideal of a ring R generated by all the 
commutators [x,y] with x,y E Ris called the commutator ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.7 (Minimal Ideal). An ideal M in a ring R is called a minimal ideal 
ii M ^ {0} and there exists no ideal I m R such that {0} C I G M. 
Definition 1.2.8 (Mciximal Ideal). An ideal M in a ring R is called a m,ax%mal ideal 
of i? if M 7^  i?, and if for any ideal / of i? such that M C I C R, then we have 
I = M or I = R. 
Remark 1.2.5. Every maximal ideal in a commutative ring R with identity is 
prime. However, the converse is not true in general. 
Example 1.2.2. In the ring Z of integers, the ideal (0) is prime but (0) ideal is not 
maximal, because (0) C (2) C Z. 
The identity in the ring R is essential for the validity of the above remark. 
Example 1.2.3. The ideal (4) in E, the ring of even integers is a maximal ideal 
but not prime as 2.2 G (4) but 2 ^ (4). 
Definition 1.2.9 (Simple Ring). A ring R is called simple if i?^ ^ {0} and it has 
no ideals other then {0} and R. 
Definition 1.2.10 (Center of a ring). The center of a ring R is the set of all 
those elements of R which commute with each element of R and is denoted as Z(/?) 
i.e., Z{R) = {x e R \ xr = rx for all r e R}. 
Remark 1.2.6. A ring R is commutative if and only if Z{R) = R. 
Definition 1.2.11 (Centralizer). Let 5 be a nonempty subset of-R, then cevtmlizer 
of S in R, is defined by CR{S) = {X ^ R\SX = XS for all s e S}. If x G CR{S), 
then we say that x centralizes S. Evidently, CR{R) = Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.12 (Annihilator). If M is a subset of a commutative ring R, then 
the annihilator of M, denoted by Ann{M) is the set of all elements r oi R such that 
rm = 0 for all me M. Thus Ann{M) = {r e R \ rm = 0 ior all m e M}. 
Definition 1.2.13 (Cheiracteristic of a ring). The least positive integer n 
(if exists) such that nx = 0, for every element x of i? is called the character/stic of 
R and generally expressed as charR — n. If no such positive integer exists, then R 
is said to have characteristic zero. 
Remark 1.2.7. The characteristic of an integral domain is either zero or a prime. 
Definition 1.2.14 (Torsion free element). An element x e R is to be 
n-torsion free if nx = 0 implies x = 0. 
If nx = 0 implies x = 0, for every x e R,we say that the ring R is n-torsion free. 
Definition 1.2.15. Given any associative ring R we can introduce two new 
operations in J? as follows: 
{i) for all x,y e R, the Lie product [x, y] = xy - yx. 
(ii) for all x,y e R, the Jordan product xoy = xy + yx. 
Remark 1.2.8. For any x,y,z E R, the following identities are obvious, 
{i) [xy, z] = x[y, z] + [x, z]y 
(ii) [x,yz] = [x,y]z + y[x,z] 
(m) [[x,y], z]] + [[y, z],x]] + [[z,x],y]] = 0 (Jacobi's Identity) 
(iv) xo{yz) = {xoy)z - y[x, z] 
= y(xo2;)-f [x,y]2 
(u) (xoy)z = x(yo2) - [x, 2]?/ 
= (xo2)y+ x[y,2]. 
Definition 1.2.16 (Lie (Jordan)Subring). A nonempty subset A of i? is said to 
be a Lie (resp. Jordan) subring of i? if 4^ is an additive subgroup of R and for any 
a,b e A, implies that [x, y] ( resp. (xoy)) is also in A. 
Definition 1.2.17 (Lie (Jordan) Ideal). An additive subgroup [7 of i? is said to 
be a Lie (resp. Jordan) ideal of i? if whenever u^U and r E R, then [u, r] E U (resp. 
uor EU). 
Example 1.2.4. Let R = II"' J | a,6,c,d e Z2 i . Then it can be 
easily seen that U = < ( j | a, 6, c G Z2 ? is a Lie ideal of H and 
J = < f , j I a, 6 e Z2 >is a Jordan ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.18 (Square closed Lie ideal). A Lie ideal U oi a ring R with the 
property that u^ e U for all M G f/ is called a Square dosed Lie ideal of R. 
Definition 1.2.19 (Derivation). A mapping d : R —^ R is said to be a derivation 
on R if it satisfies the following properties: 
(z) d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y) 
(a) d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y e R. 
Example 1.2.5. The most natural example of a nontrival derivation is the usual 
differentiation on the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
Definition 1.2.20. For fixed a e R, define d : R —> R by d{x) = [x,a], for all 
X e R. The function d so define can be easily checked to be additive and 
d{xy) = [xy, a] 
= x[y,a] + [x,a]y 
= xd{y) + d{x)y 
Thus, d is a, derivation which is called Inner derivation of R associated with a and 
is generally denoted by la-
Remark 1.2.9. It is obvious to see that every inner derivation on a ring /? is a 
derivation . But the converse need not be true in general. 
Example 1.2.6. Let i? = | ( " J | o, 6, c, d G Z i be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
over Z, the ring of integers. Define a mapping d : R-^ R as follows, 
< : ^ ) = ( : c " ) -
Then it can be verified that d is a derivation but not an inner derivation on R. 
Remark 1.2.10. If d is a derivation on R and r e Z{R), then d{r) e Z{R). 
Definition 1.2.21. An element / of 0{X} is called polynomial, writing / as ^ anh, 
we call Oh the coefficient of h. If an 7^  0, then we call ah a monomial of / . and 
Q/i is a coefficient of / ; / is /^-proper if for some coefficient a of / , aR ^ 0 (or, 
equivalently, a . l / 0). 
Define deg'{f) = ma.x{degi{h) \ all monomials h of / } , 
(^9i{f) = min{degi{h) \ all (nonzero) monomials h of / } , and deg{f) = max{deg \ 
all monomials h of / } . A polynomial / is homogeneous in Xi \ideg\f) = degi{f); 
f is linear in Xi if deg\f) = degi{f) = 1; / is t-linear if / is linear in each X„ 
i < i < t\ f is multilinear if, for each i, either deg' = 0 or / is hnear in X,. 
A classical identity of R is called polynomial identity if it is multilinear and 1 
is the coefficient, a ring with a polynomial identity is called Pl-ring. 
Definition 1.2.22. A right ideal J of i? is dense if given any 0 / ri G i?, 7 2 e R, 
there exists r ^ R such that r^r ^ 0 and r2r G J, and collection is denoted by D{R). 
Notation 1.2.1. For any submodule J of a right i?-submodule M and for any 
subset S C M,we define (5; J)R = {x e R\ Sx C J}. 
Proposition 1.2.1. Let I,J,S E D{R) and let / : / -> i? be a right i?-module 
homomorphism, where R is semiprime ring. Then 
(z) r\J) = {ael\ f{a) eJ}e D{R) 
(ii) iInJ)eD{R). 
Proof, {i) Let rx 7^  0, r2 G R. Since / is dense right ideal of i?, fir ' / 0 and r^r' € / 
for some r' G i?. For r ir ' ^ 0 and f{r2r') we get r2 G i? such that rirV" 7^  0 and 
f{r2r')r" G J implies that f{r2r'r") G J, implies that r^r'r" G f'^{J). Taking 
r'r" = r, r i r ^ 0 and rar G f-\J). Therefore f'^J) G D(i?). 
(a) If z is an inclusion map from I to R, I n J = i'^iJ) therefore from (i) / n J is 
a dense right ideal. 
Construction: Define a relation " ~ " on if = {(/; J) | J G D{R); f : JR-^ RR}, 
such that ( / : J ) ~ {g; K) iff there exists L c J n K such that L G D{R) and / = ^ 
on L. 
Now we show that " ~ " is an equvivalence relation. 
(z) Reflexive :( / ; J) ~ (/; J) is trivial. 
(n) Symmetric : ( / ; J) ~ {g\K), implies that there exists L C J r\ K such that 
y(a;) = ^(a:) on L, implies that L C K il J such that / (x) = (/(x) on L, hence 
( / ; J ) ~ ( ^ ; i ^ ) . 
(n) Transitivity :( / ; J) ~ {g\K) implies that there exists M C J n K such that 
f{x) — g{x) on L and (^; i(') ~ (/i; L) imphes there exists N C K D L such that 
g{x) = /i(a:) on A''. Now suppose that X ^ M nN and X e D, i.e., X C J n L 
and f{x) = p(x) = h{x) for all a; e X, implies f{x) — h{x) on X therefore 
( / ; J ) ~ ( / i ; L ) . 
Now [/; J] denotes the equivalence class determined by (/; J) E H. Define 
the binary operation + and . , such that [/; J] + [g; K] = [f + g;J D K] and 
[f;J].[g;K] = [f.g;9-\J)]. 
We shall show that the operations defined above are well defined. 
Obviously (/i, Ji) ~ (/2, J2) impUes that there exists J such that J C Ji n J2, 
/i(x) = f2{x) on J and {gi,Ki) ~ (^2,-^2) implies that there exists /C such that 
K CKinK2 and ^1(2;) = 52(2;) for all x ^ K. 
Suppose X e L = JnK. Therefore J C J^,J2 and K C Ki, K2 
{fi+gi)x = fi{x)+gi{x) 
= f2ix) + g2ix) 
= {h+g2)x 
Therefore (/i + g^; Ji n K^) ~ (/2 + 52; J2 n 7^ 2) 
Hence [/j + £?i; Ji n /fi] ~ [/a + ^2; ^2 n K2] and this shows that the addition is well 
defined. 
Now for the product, Set H = g~\J) n K then N e D 
fi9iix) = fi{9i{x)) 
= h{92{x)) 
= f2{92{x)) 
= toCx) ( Since gi{x) = g2{x) e L) 
This implies that {fi9u9i\Ji)) ~ {f292;92^-^2))• 
Hence [figugi\Ji)] ~ [7292;9^^(^2)]-
Now we shall show that this collection forms a ring. 
(i) As we have shown that addition is well defined and intersection of two dense 
right ideal is dense, also sum of two i?-module homomorphism is i?-module 
homomorphism. Therefore closure is well defined. 
(M) Associativity 
{[f-J] + [g;K]) + [h;L] = [f + g; J n K] + [h; L] 
= [{f + g) + h-{JnK)nL] 
= [f + {g + hy,Jn{KnL)] 
= [F-J] + {[g;K] + [h-L]): 
{in) Existence of identity 
[0; R]eD and [0; J] + [0; R] = [0; J] = [0; R] + [0; J] for all [0; J] G D{R) 
(iv) Existence of inverse 
[/;J] + [ - / ; J ] = [0;J], 
claim; [0; J] = [0;R], it is sufficient to prove that (0; J) ~ (0;i?). Since 0 -= 0 on 
JCJDR. Therefore (0; J) ~ (0; R). Hence [0; J] = [0; R]. Therefore [-/; J\ is the 
inverse of [/; J] . 
(v) The abehan property is obvious. 
(vi) As we have shown that g~^{J) G D and also composition of two /?-module 
homomorphism is also i?-module homomorphism, therefore multiphcation is closed. 
(vii) Associativity 
{[f;JUKmh;L] = [f9;g-\J)][h;L] 
= [{f9)h;h-\g-'{J))] 
= [f{9h);h-'g-\J)] 
= [f{gh)-{g.h)-\J)] 
= [f;J]{[gh-h-\K)]) 
= [f-J]{[g;K][h-L]). 
{viii) Distributivity 
[f-J]{[g;K] + [h-L]) = [f;J]{[g + h-KnL]) 
= mg + h);{g + h)-\J)] ^ • • ^  
{[f;J][g;K]) + [f-J][h;L] = [fg;g'\J)] + [fg;h-\J)] 
= [fg + fh;g-\J)nh-\J)]. 
Now it remains to show that [fg + fh;g-\J) n h'^J)] ~ [f{g + h); {g + h)-^]. 
As g~''-{J) n h~^{J) is dense, let x G g~^{J) n h~'^{J) impHes that x G g~^{J) 
and X 6 h'~^{J), yields that g{x) G J and ^(x) G J and hence 5!(x) + ^(x) G J, 
implies that {g + h)x e J i.e., x G (^ + h)-\J), g'\J) n /i~H^) ^ (^ + '^)"M'^)-
Now f{g + h) = fg + fh on ^ H ^ ) n h'^J) C (g-i(J) n h-\J)) n {g + h)-'{J). 
Therefore (/(^ + h) : {g + h)'\J)) ~ (/^ + fh : ^ ' H ^ ) n /^-H^))- Hence 
[f{g + h):{g + h)-\J)] ~ [fg + / / i : ^ H ^ ) n h-\J)]. 
This yields that [f : J]{[g : K] + [h : L]) = [f : J][g : K] + [f : J] + [h : L]. Similarly 
we can prove from right side. 
The center of two-sided ring of quotient plays a key role in the definition of 
generalized identities. 
Definition (1.2.23) (Centroid). Let i? be a ring, we consider it as module over 
itself. Let E{R) be the endomorphism ring of the additive group of i?. Ur e R and 
Tr : X -^ XT and Lr : x ^ rx are both in E{R). Let B{R) be the subring of E{R) 
generated by all Tr,Lr,r,s G R then the centroid of R is the set of elements E{R) 
commuting elementwise with B{R). 
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Definition (1.2.24) (Extended Centroid). Let R he a ring and let M be the 
set of all pairs {U,f), where (7 is a nonzero ideal of R and f : U -^ R is a right-/?-
module map. We define an equivalence relation on M by ([/ , /) = (V', ^) if / = 5 on 
some nonzero ideal W contained in Ur\V. The set of all equivalence classes forms a 
ring under operation induced by addition and composition of representatives of the 
equivalence classes. R embeds in Q as left multiplication on R. Then the center of 
Q is a field containing the centroid of R which is known as extended centroid of R. 
Also S — RC is known as central closure of R. 
Definition 1.2.25(Martindale left ring of quotients). Let R he a semiprime 
ring and I = X{TV) = {/ 1 / is an ideal of R and /(/) = {0}} Consider the set 
T = {(f'lJ) \ J ^^,f '• JR —> RR} and define (/; J ) ~ {9]K) if there exists 
L C J n K such that L e i and f = g on L. We let [/; J] denote the eqivalence 
class determined by (/; J) G T. If we take the collection of all these equivalence 
classes which is denoted Qr = Qr{,R) and define addition and multiplication in Qr 
as follows: 
[f-J] + [g-K] = [f + g-KJ] 
[f;J][g-K] = \fg-KJ] 
Then Qr becomes a ring under these operations. This ring is called the Martindale 
left ring of quotients of R. 
1.3. Some well-known results 
In the present section we give some well-known results which will be used 
frequently in the subsequent chapters. 
Theorem 1.3.1 ([13], Lemma 6). If d 7^  0 is a derivation of R and if [/ is a ideal of 
R such that d{U) C Z{R), then U C Z{R). 
Theorem 1.3.2([13], Theorem 2). li U % Z{R) is a Lie ideal of i? and d 7^  0 is a 
nonzero derivation of R, then CR{d{U)) = Z{R). 
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Theorem 1.3.3([29], Theorem 2). Assume that i? is a prime ring and U is a Utami 
quotient ring. For any rational submodule M of U, the GPIs satisfied by M are 
the same as the GPIs satisfied by U. 
Theorem 1.3.4([35], Theorem 2.5). If A is a prime algebra over $, then Q = 
A^C/M is close prime algebra over C. 
Theorem 1.3.5([35], Theorem 3.5). If yl is a closed prime algebra over $ and F is 
an extension field of $, then A^F is closed prime algebra over F. 
Theorem 1.3.6([45], page 75). The following three conditions on a ring U are 
equivalent: 
(i) U is a, primitive ring with nonzero socle; 
(n) U is isomorphic to a dense subring of the ring of linear tranformations 
of a vector space M over the division ring A, containing nonzero linear 
transformations of finite rank; 
{in) There exists a pair of dual vector spaces {M,M') over A such that U is 
isomorphic to a subring of L'j^jM containing FM'{M). 
Theorem 1.3.7([56], page 280). For any {/ii,/i2, ....,/in} C / / = soc{RC), there is 
an idempotent e G if so that {hi} C eHe. 
Theorem 1.3.8([58], Theorem 4). Let L be a noncommutative Lie ideal of R and 
d,he Der{R)\{0}. If [d{x),h{x)] G C for each x e L, then either h ^ dc for ceC, 
or charR = 2 and R satisfies ^4. 
Theorem 1.3.9([62], Lemma 7). If Ui, U2 are Lie ideals of R with [f/i, t/j] C Z{R). 
Then either f/j c Z{R) or U2 C Z{R). 
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Theorem 1.3.10([63], Theorem 2). Let d be a derivation on R and let o e R be 
such that [a, d{u)] C Z{R), then either a e Z{R) or U C Z{R). 
Theorem 1.3.11([63], Theorem 6). Let d 7^  0 be a derivation of R and a G i? be 
such that ad{U) C Z{R). Then a = 0 or f/ C Z{R). 
Theorem 1.3.12([66], Lemma 2). Every d G Der{R, U) can be uniquely (Extended 
to a derivation in DerlJ. 
Theorem 1.3.13([67], Lemma 3). Let i? be a right faithful ring and D be a dense 
left ideal of R. Suppose that d is a derivation from D into R. Then d can be uniquely 
extended to a derivation of U{R). 
Theorem 1.3.14([73], page 4400). Let Rhea prime ring. li (f){X^ )^ is a differential 
identity for a nonzero ideal of R, where Aj are distinct regular words and Xi are 
distinct indeterminates, then 0(Zjj) is GPI for R. 
Theorem 1.3.15([74], Theorem 10). Let / be a multilinear polynomial, m, n > 2 
positive integers and F is a field containing no mth root of unity other than 1. If /"* 
is central in F„, then so must be / . The conclusion holds also for n = 2, provided 
charR ^ 2. 
Theorem 1.3.16([77], Theorem 3). If i? is a prime ring and let S ^ RC he the 
central closure of R. Then S satisfies a general polynomial identity over C if and 
only if S contains a minimal right ideal e^ (hence S is primitive) and eSe is a finite 
dimensional division algebra over C. 
Theorem 1.3.17([81], Lemma 2). Let Rhea prime ring and p, g, r be elements of 
R such that -paqar = 0 for all a in R. Then one, at least, of p, g, r is zero. 
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CHAPTER-(2) 
DERIVATIONS ON MULTILINEAR POLYNOMIALS 
2.1. Introduction 
The question whether a ring is commutative or nilpotent, if it satisfies an Engel 
condition goes back to the well known work of Engel on Lie algebras [47] and has 
been considered with various modifications, by many authors (e.g. [12] and [13]). 
The connection of Engel type conditions and derivations appeared in a well known 
paper due to E. C. Posner [81] which shows that for a nonzero derivation d of a 
prime ring R, if [d{x),x] is central for all x ^ R, then R is commutative. Most of 
the results of this chapter are based mainly on the work of P. H. Lee and T. K. Lee 
[64], T. L. Wong [90] and T. K. Lee and W. K. Shiue [73]. 
Section 2.2 begins with a result due to P. H. Lee and T. K. Lee [64] which states 
that if f{Xi,X2, •••,Xn) is a multilinear polynomial over prime ring R and ri is a 
nonzero derivation on R such that for all ri,r2, ....,rn in some nonzero ideal I oi R 
[d{f{ri,r2,...rn)),{ri,r2,...rn)]k = 0 with k fixed, then f{Xi,X2,....Xn) is central 
valued on R except where charR = 2 and R satisfies the standard identity Si in 4 
variables. Section 2.3 deals with a result due to T. L. Wong [90], which generalizes 
the result obtained in Section 2.2. 
Finally, in the Section 2.4 of this chapter some results due to T. K. Le^ and 
W. K. Shiue [73] have been given. 
2.2. Engel condition on multilinear polynomials 
A well known result due to Posner [81] states that a prime ring R must be 
commutative if [d{x),x] G Z{R) for all x e R. In the year 1983, P. H. Lee and 
T. K. Lee [63] generalized Posner's theorem by showing that a Lie ideal L oi R 
must be contained in Z{R) if charR ^ 2 and [d{x),x] € Z{R), for all x e R. As 
to the case when charR - 2, Lanski obtained the same conclusion except when R 
satisfies the standard identity ^4 in 4 variables. On the other hand, Vukman [86] 
showed that R is commutative if charR / 2 and [d{x),x]2 = [[d{x),x],x] for all 
xe R,OT: if charR 7^  2,3 and [d{x), x]2 e Z{R) for all x e L. In a paper [60], a full 
generalization of these results was presented by Lanski as follows: 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let Rhe a, prime ring, U a noncommutative Lie ideal oi R and d 
a nonzero derivation of R. If for each x & U, [d{x),x]k = [[...[d{x),x],x], ...,x] = 0 
with k > 0 fixed, then charR — 2 and R satisfies 54. 
Note that a noncentral Lie ideal of R contains all the commutators [x, y\ for all 
x, y in some nonzero ideal of R except when charR — 2 and R satisfies 54. It is nat-
ural to consider the situation when [d{x),x]k = 0 for all commutator x — [xi,^2] or, 
more generally , when [d{x),x]k = 0 for all x = /(xi,X2, ...x„) where f{Xi,X2, •••Xn) 
is multilinear polynomial over R. 
Further P. H. Lee and T. K. Lee [64] extended Lanski's theorem by imposing 
the condition [rf(/(xi,X2, ...x„)),/(xi, X2, ...x„)]fc = 0 on some nonzero ideal of R. 
Infact they obtained the following result: 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let i? be a prime K-algehxa and f{Xi,X2, .•.•,Xn) a multilinear 
polynomial over K. Suppose d is a nonzero derivation on R such that 
[d(/(Xi,X2,. . .X„)) , / (xi ,X2, . . .X„)]fc = 0 
for all Xi in some nonzero ideal I of R, where A; > 0 is fixed. Then / (Xi , A'2, ...Xn) 
is a central valued on R except when charR = 2 and R satisfies 54. 
Proof. Assume first that d is Q-inner, i.e., c?(x) = [a,x] for all x e R, where a is a 
noncentral element in the symmetric quotient ring Q of R. Then [a, / (x i , X2. •••Xn)]k+i 
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= 0 for all Xi e I. 
By Theorem 1.3.3, this generalized polynomial identity [a, f{Xi,X2, ...Xn)\k+i is 
also satisfied by Q. In case the center C of Q is infinite, we have [a, f{xi,X2, ...Xn)]k+i 
= 0 for all Xi G Q(^C where C is the algebraic closure of C. Since both Q and 
_ c 
(5(g) C are prime and centrally closed by Theorem 1.3.4 and Theorem 1.3.5, we 
c _ 
may replace R hy Q or Q^C according as C is finite or infinite. Thus we may 
c 
assume that R is centrally closed over C which is either finite or algebraic closed 
and [a,/(xi,X2, ...Xn)]k+i = 0 for all Xi G R. 
By Theorem 1.3.4, 7? is a primitive ring having a nonzero socle H with C 
as the associated division ring. In light of Theorem 1.3.6, R is isomorphic to a 
dense ring of linear transformations in R of finite rank. Assume first that V is 
finite dimensional over C then the density of R on c^ implies that R = Mm{C) 
with m = dirricVe • Since R satisfies [e,/(exie, ex2e, ....ea;„e)]fc+ie = 0, eRc satis-
fies [eae,f{Xi,X2, ....Xn)]k+i = 0. As we have seen above, eae must be central in 
eRe if m > 3 and if f{Xi,X2, •••,Xn) is not central valued on eRe. Since a ^ C, 
a does not centralize the nonzero ideal H of R, so aho ^ h^a for some /lo G H. 
Also, / (Xi , X2, ....X„) is not central valued on i / , for otherwise R would satisfy the 
polynomial identity [/(Xi,^"2, ....X„),X„+i] contrary to the infinite dimensionahty 
of c^. So, [/(/ii,/i2, ...•/in),^n+i] / 0 for somc hi,h2,....hn,hn+i G H. By Litoff's 
Theorem 1.3.7, there is an idempotent e G / / so that ho, hoa,aho, hi, /12, ••••hn, hn+i 
are all in eRe. Since dirricV is infinite, we may choose e so that m = dirricVe > 3 
then eae is central in eRe because f{Xi,X2, ••••Xn) is not central valued on R. Thus 
aho — ea/io = eaeho — hoeae = hoae — hoa, 
a contradiction. Hence f{Xi,X2, ....X„) must be central valued on R except when 
charR = 2 and R satisfies 54. 
Now assume that d is not Q-inner. Recall that d can extended uniqu(>ly to a 
derivation d on Q . We denote by rf(/(Xi, X2, ....Xn)) the polynomial obtained from 
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/ (Xi,X2, ....Xn) by replacing each coefficient a with d{a.l). Since 
[d{f{Xi,X2,....Xn))J{Xi,X2,....Xn)]k 
= [(df{XuX2, ....Xn)) + f{d{Xi), X2, ..., X„) 
+ . . . .+ f{Xi, X2, ...., X„_i, (i(Xn)), f{Xi,X2, •...Xn)]k = 0, 
we have [f{d{xi), X2,..., x^) + .... + f{yi,X2,...., 2;„_i, 2;„) 
+ .... + f{Xi,X2,....yn)J{Xl,X2,....Xn)]k = 0 
for all Xi,X2, ...Xn,yi,y2, •••yn e i?, by Theorem 1.3.14. In particular, 
[d{f{xi,X2, ...Xn))J{xi,X2, ...Xn)\k = 0 and [/(2/i,X2,...a;„),/(xi,X2,...x„)]fc = 0 for 
al lxi ,X2,. . .x„,yi G R. Applying d to [f{yi,X2,...Xn)J{xi,X2,...Xn)]2k = 0, we have 
n 
[d{f{yi,X2, •.•Xn))+f{d{yi),X2, ...X„) + ^[f{yi,X2, ..., (^(Xi), ..., X^), / ( X i , X2, ....Cn)]2/c 
i=2 
2fc-l 
+ E [[[/(?/ l ,3:2,- .-2;n), /(a; i ,X2,. . .Xn)]j ,d(/(Xi,X2,. . .Xn))] , /(Xi,X2,. . .Xn)]2fc-j- l = 0. 
The second sum vanishes, since for each j 
[[[/(yi>^2, •••a^n), f{Xl,X2, ...Xn)]j, d{f{Xi, X2, ...X„))], / ( X i , X2, . ..X„)]2fc-j-l 
= E ( ^ 1 [ / (y i ,X2 , . . .X„) , / (x i ,X2 , . . .X„) ] j+ i , [d ( / (Xi ,X2 , ...X„)), 
/(xi,X2,. . .X„)]2fc_j-i_i] = 0 
where either j + i>kov2k — j — i — 1 > k. Thus we have 
n 
Wiyi, X2, ...Xn)) + f{d{yi), X2, ...X„) + Yl f{yi,X2, ...rf(Xi)....X„), / (x i , X2, ...X„)]2fc 
1=2 
= 0. 
Again by Theorem 1.3.14, we have 
[d{f{yi,X2, ...Xn)) + f{z, X2, ...Xn) + / ( ^ l , ^2, 2^3, •••, Xn) + ... 
+ f{yi,X2,-..yn),fiXi,X2,...Xn)]2k = 0 for a l l Xi , X2, . . . . , X„, T/i, ^ 2 , •••?/n,-^ ^ R. 
In particular, 
M(/(yi,a;2,---x„)),/(xi,X2,...x„)]2fc = 0 and 
[f{yi,y2,X3,...,Xn),f{Xi,X2,...Xn)]2k = 0 for a l l X i , X2, . . . . , X^, ?/l, 2/2 ^ i2. 
Continuing this process, we finally get 
[f{yi,y2,X3,...,yn),f{xi,X2,...Xn)]nk = 0, for all Xj, X2,...., x„, yi, ^2, •••?/« e R. 
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In light of inner case, we have f{yuy2,X3, •.•,yn) e Z{R) for all yi,y2, ••.yn e R, i.e., 
f{Xi,X2, •••Xn) is central valued on R except when charR = 2 and R satisfies S4. 
2.3. Derivations cocentralizing multilinear polynomials 
In 1993, Bresar showed that if d{x)x - x6{x) G Z{R) for all x e R, d and 5 are 
derivations on R, then either d = 6 = 0 or R is commutative. Later Lee and Wong 
[65] proved that if d{x)x - x6{x) e Z{R) for all x in some noncentral Lie ideal of R, 
then either d — 5 = 0 ov R satisfies 54. 
Further, T. L. Wong [90] extended these results to the case where d{f{xi,X2, •••Xn)) 
f{xi,X2,...Xn) - f{xi,X2,---Xn)Sf{xi,X2,-.-Xn) G Z(R) for all Xi in some nonzero 
ideal of R, where f{Xi,X2, •••Xn) is a multilinear polynomial. Infact he obtained 
the following result. 
Theorem 2.3.1 Let i? be a prime K-algebra with center Z{R) and let 
f{Xi,X2,.^.Xn) be a multilinear polynomial over K which is not central valued 
on R. Suppose that d and 6 are the derivations on R such that 
dif{XuX2, ...Xn))f{xuX2, •••Xn) - f{Xi,X2, ...Xn)5{f{Xu X2, •••Xn)) G Z{R) 
for all Xi in some nonzero ideal / of R. Then either d = 5 = 0 or S = —d and 
f{Xi,X2, •••Xn)^ is central valued on R, except when charR = 2 and R satisfies ^4. 
We begin with the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.3.1 ([90], Lemma 1). Let F be a field and R = MnF, the m x m matrix al-
gebra over F. Suppose that a,b e R then f{Xi,X2, •••Xn) is a multilinear polynomial 
over F snchthat[a, f{xuX2, ...Xn)]f{xi,X2, •••Xn)-f{xi,X2, •••Xn)[b, f{xi,X2, .••Xn)] e 
Z{R) for all Xi G R. Then either a + be Z{R) or f{Xi,X2, -Xn) is central valued 
on R. 
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Proof of the Theorem 2.3.1. First note that US = -d, then 
/(xi,X2,...Xn)^ e Z{R) for all Xi G /. Let A be an additive group generated by 
all elements of the form f{xi, X2, .-Xnf with Xi G / . By a theorem due to Chuang 
[27], either f{Xi,X2, ...X„)^ is central valued on i? or A contains a noncentral Lie 
ideal L of R, except when R = M2{GF{2)), the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over the 
field of 2 elements. If L C A, then d{L) C Z{R) and it follows from Lemma 1.3.1 
that d = 0 unless charR - 2 and R satisfies 54. So it suffices to show that either 
d = (5 = Oor<5 = —don condition that either charR 7^  2 or i? does not satisfy 5*4 • 
Assume first that both d and 6 are Q-inner, that is, d{x) = ada{x) = [a, xl and 
5{x) = adb{x) = [b, x] for all x E R, where a and b are the elements in the symmetric 
quotient ring Q of R. Then 
g{Xi,X2,...Xn+l) = [[a,f{Xi,X2,...Xn)]f{Xi,X2,...Xn) 
-f{xuX2,--Xn)\b,f{xi,X2,...Xn)],Xn+i] = 0 for all x^  G / . 
By Theorem 1.3.3, this generalized the polynomial identity (GPI) g{Xi,X2, •••A'„) is 
also satisfied by Q. In case the center C of Q is infinite, we have g{xi,X2, ...Xn+i) — 0 
for all Xi G Q 0 C , where C is the algebraic closure of C. Since both Q and Q^C 
c c 
are prime and centrally closed by Theorem 1.3.4 and Theorem 1.3.5, we may replace 
R by Q 01 Q^C according as C is finite or infinite respectively. Thus we may 
c 
assume further that a,b E R and R is centrally closed over C which is either finite 
or algebraically closed ^(xi,X2, ...x„+i) = 0 for all xi E R. 
Suppose d / 0 and (5 7^  0. Then a 0 C or 6 0 C and so the GPI g{Xi,X2, ...Xn+i] 
is nontrivial By Theorem 1.3.16, R is a. primitive ring having nonzero socle H with 
C as the associated division ring. In light of Jacobson Theorem 1.3.6, R is isomor-
phic to a dense ring of linear transformations of some vector space V over C, and H 
consists of finear transformations in R of finite rank. Assume first that V is finite 
dimensional over C. Then the density of R on C^ implies that R = Mm{C) with 
m = dirricV. By Lemma 2.3.1, we have a + b EC and so (5 = -d. Assume next that 
V is infinite dimensional over C. Suppose that a + 6 is not central in R, then it does 
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not centralize the nonzero ideal H of R, so (a + b)ho 7^  ho{a + b) for some ho G H. 
Also, f{Xi,X2, ...Xn) = 0 is not central valued on H, for otherwise R would satisfy 
polynomial identity [f{Xi,X2, .•.Xn),Xn+i] contrary to the infinite dimensionahty 
of C^. So [f{hi,h2,...hn),hn+i] / 0 for some hi,h2, ...hn,hn+i e H. By Theorem 
1.3.7, there is an idempotent e G / / such that (o -f b)ho, ho{a + 6), ho, /ii, /12, •••Ki+i 
are all in ei?e. Note that we have eRe = Mm{C) with m = dirricVe. Since i? satisfies 
the GPI eg{eXie,eX2e, ....,eX„e)e, the subring eRe satisfies the GPI 
geiXuX2,....Xn) = [[eae,fiX^,X2,....Xn)]fiXuX2,....Xn) 
-f{Xi,X2,....Xn)[ebe,f{Xi,X2,....Xn)],Xn+i]. 
By Lemma 2.3.1 again eae + ebe is central in eRe because f{Xi,X2, ••••Xn) is not 
central valued on eRe. Thus (a + b)ho = e{a + b)ho = e{a + b)eho = hoe{a + b)e = 
ho{a + b)e = /io(a + b), a contradiction. Hence, a + b\s central in R and so 6 = —rf. 
Now assume that d and 5 are not both Q-inner. Suppose first that d and S are C-
independent modulo Q-mner derivations, say, 5 = Xd + ada where A e C and a G Q. 
Then d can not be Q-inner and d{f{x))f{x) - \f{x)d{f{x)) - f{x)[aj{x)] G Z{R) 
for all X G /". Recall that d can be extended uniquely to a derivation 2 on Q [52]. 
We denote by d(f{Xi,X2, ..,Xn)) the polynomial obtained from f{Xi, X2,.., X„) by 
replacing each coefficients a with d(a.l). 
Since (d(/(x)) + t f{xu ..., d{x,),.,., x,,))f{x) - A/(x)(d(/(a:)) + 
n 
E /(xi , . . . , d{xi),..., xn))-f{x)[a, fix)] G Z{R) for all 
we have, 
W W ) + i : / (xi , . . . ,y . , . . . ,x„) / (x) - XfixMfix)) + E/(^ i , - ,2 /n . . . , .x„)) 
- fix)[a,fix)] G Z(/?) for all x = (xi, ,x„) and ?/ = (?/i, , ?/„) in R\ 
In particular, 
d(/(x))/(x) - A/(x)d(/(x)) - /(x)[a,/(x)] G 2(i?) and 
/ ( x i , X 2 , ....Vi, ...Xn)f{x) ~ A / ( x ) / ( x i , X2, ....yu -Xn) G Z ( / ? ) 
for all x = (xi,X2, x„) and y = (2/1,^2, •••2/„) in i?" for each i = 1,2, ...n. Choosing 
b e R with b ^ Z{R), setting j/^ = [6,/(x)] in each of the last n relations, and 
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summing up over i, we have [b,Xi]f{x) - f{x)[Xb,f{x)] G Z{R) for all x e R". By 
the preceding paragraph, we have {1 + \)b e Z{R) and so A = - 1 . Also by first 
paragraph, /(x)^ G Z{R) for all x = (xi,X2, x„) G i?". Thus, d{f{x))f{x) + 
f{x)d{f{x)) G Z{R) and so by hypothesis 
d{f{x))f{x) + f{x)d{f{x)) - /(x)[a, fix)] G Z(i2) 
imphes that f(x)[a,f(x)] G Z(J?) for all x G i?". Again, it follows from the inner 
case that a ^ C and so 5 = —d as expected. The situation when d ^ XS + ada is 
similar. 
Finally, we assume that d and S are C-independent modulo Q-inner derivations. 
Since neither d nor 5 is Q-inner, the relation 
n n 
id{f{x)) + Y , fi^U -di^i), ..Xn))f{x) ~ f{x){Sf{x) + ^ fix,, ..d{Xi), ..Xn)) G ^ ( / ? ) 
i= l 1=1 
for all X = (xi,X2, x^) G / " yields that 
n n 
idifix)) + Y, /(^i> -yu ..x„))/(x) - /(x)(5/(x) + X ; / ( ^ i . -^ i> -^«)) € Z(i?) 
i= l i=l 
for all X = (xi,X2, x„), t/ =- (2/1,^ 2, Vn), 2 = (^1,22, Zn) e -R"-
In particular, difix))fix) - fix)6ix) G Z(i?), fixi,...,yu...,Xn)fix) G Z(i?) and 
/ (x) / (x i , ...,2i,...,Xn) G Z(J?) for aU x,y,2 G i?" and for each i = 1,2,3, ...,n. As 
before, choosing b e R, b ^ ZiR), setting Zi = [b,Xi] in the last n relations and 
summing up over z, we obtain /(x)[6,/(x)] G Z(/?) for all x G i?", a contradiction 
again. This completes the proof. 
It was proved in Theorem 2.2.2 that if K / ( x i , ,x„)) , / (xi , ,x„)]fc = 0 
for all Xi in some nonzero ideal of R then either d = 0 or / (X i , , Xn) is central 
valued on R except when charR = 2 and i? satisfies S4. In case A; = 1 follows easily 
from Theorem 2.3.1. 
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Theorem 2.3.2. Let i? be a prime K-algebra with center Z{R) and let 
/ (Xi , X2, ....Xn) be a multilinear polynomial over K. Suppose that disa derivation 
on R such that [d{f{xuX2,:--Xn))J{xi,X2,....Xn)] G Z{R) for all Xi in some non 
zero ideal / of R. Then either d = 0 or / (Xi ,X2, ....X„) is central valued on R 
except charR — 2 and R satisfies S4. 
For developing the proof of the above theorem we require the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.3.2. Let i? be a prime /C-algebra of characteristic 2 and 
/(Xi,X2, ....Xn) a multilinear polynomial over K. Suppose that j{Xx,Xi, ....Xn)^ "^ 
is a central valued on R for some r. Then /(Xi,X2, ....X„) is central valued on R 
unless R satisfies 54. 
Proof. Since R satisfies the polynomial identity PI [f{Xi,X2, ....X„)^'^,X„+iJ, the 
central quotient Rz of R is finite dimensional central simple algebra satisfying the 
same F/ ' s as R does. Without loss of generality, we may assume that R = Mm{D) 
for some division algebra D which is finite dimensional over its center. Suppose 
first that £) is a field, then m > 2 if i? does not satisfy 54. Since charD — 2, the 
field D contains no 2^th roots of unity other than 1, so f{Xi,X2, ••..Xn) is central 
valued on R by Theorem 1.3.15. Suppose next that D is not a field, then Z{R) 
must be infinite and so R(^ K = Mm{K) satisfies the same PPs as R does, where 
z 
K is maximal subfield of D and k — (dinizR)^ > 2 if R does not satisfy 54. Thus 
f{Xi,X2, •••.Xn) is central valued on R^K as well as R. 
z 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. Assume that f{Xi,X2, ....Xn)is not central valued on R 
and either charR ^ 2 01 R does not satisfy S4. By Theorem 2.3.1, either d = 0 or 
S = -d and f{Xi,X2, ....Xn)"^ is central valued on R. In the latter case, charR = 2 
if d 7^  2 and so /(Xi,X2, ....X„) must be central valued on R by the preceding 
lemma. With this contradition theorem is proved. 
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2.4. Derivations cocentralizing polynomials 
Theorem 2.3.1 is a part of the study of the series of the paper initiated by Posner 
[81], concerning derivations by a number of authors in the htereture for Theorem 
2.3.1, if 5 — d, then theorem can be regarded as Posner's theorem [81] on multihn-
ear polynomials. For general polynomials, T. K. Lee [73] proved the following results. 
Theorem 2.4.1. Let R he a prime ring with extended centroid C and 
f{Xi,X2, ••••Xt) be a nonzero polynomial over C. Suppose that d is a nonzero deriva-
t ion of R such t h a t [d{f {xi,X2, ••••Xt)), f{xi,X2, ••••Xt)] 6 C for all Xi,X2, ••••Xt G R. 
Then 
(i) f(Xi,X2, ....Xt)^ is a central valued on RC if charR = 2, unless dirricRC = 4. 
(n) f{Xi,X2, -...Xt) is central valued on RC if charR ^ 2. 
In 1998, T. K. Lee and W. K. Shiue [73] used Theorem 2.4.1 to generalize 
Theorem 2.3.2 to its full generality. More precisely the following result was obtained. 
Theorem 2.4.2. Let R be the ring with extended centroid C and 
/(Xi,A'2,....Xt) a polynomial over C which is not central valued on RC. Suppose 
that d and b are two derivations of R such that 
rf(/(2;i,X2,....X())/(Xi,X2,....Xt) - / ( X i , X 2 , . . . . X t ) ( 5 ( / ( x i , X 2 , . . . . 2 ; t ) ) G L 
for all a:i,X2, ...2;„ in R. Then either d = 0 = 5 o r 5 = - d and /(Xi,X2, ....Xtf is 
central valued on RC, except when charR = 2 and dirricRC = 4. 
Theorem 2,4.3. Let R he a strongly primitive ring with extended centroid C. 
R = RC and \ ^ R. Suppose that M is a C-subspace of R such that uAhr^ C M 
for all invertible elements u e R. Then either M C C or [soc{R), soc{R)] C M, 
except when charR = 2 and dirricRC = 4. 
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Proof. Suppose first that R contains no nontrivial idempotents. Then i? is a divi-
sion algebra algebraic over C. Then we have that either M C C or [R, R] C M as 
desired. Suppose next that R contains no nontrivial idempotents, then either M CC 
or [/,/?] C M for some nonzero ideal of R, unless charR = 2 and divficRC = 4. 
Since soc{R) is the smallest nonzero ideal of R, [soc{R), soc{R)] C [/, R] in the later 
case. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4.4. Let R be the prime ring with extended centroid C and 
f{Xi,X2,-.-.Xt) a polynomial over C which is not central valued on RC. Sup-
pose that d is derivation on R such that d{f{xi))f{xi) G C or f{xi)d{f{xi)) e C for 
all Xi,X2, •••Xt in R. Then d = 0, except when charR = 2 and dirUcRC = 4. 
For its proof we introduce t-polynomial associated with f{Xi,X2,.-..Xt). Set 
gi{Yi,Xi,...,Xt) to be the sum of all monomials which are obtained from each 
monomial involving Xi of f{Xi,X2, ••••Xt) by replacing one of the X'^s with Yi for 
1 < i < t. For instance, if f{Xi,X2) = XIX2 + X2X1, then gi{Yi,Xi,X2) = 
YiXiXa + XiYiXs + X2Y1 and ^2(^-2, ^ i , ^2) = XIY2 + yz^i . 
We remark that 
t 
[b,f{xi,X2,....xt)] = '^gi{[h,Xi],Xi,X2, ...Xt) (2.4.1) 
i = l 
for all b,Xi,X2, ...Xt G t/. Also, each gi{Yi, Xi,X2, ...Xt) is linear in Yi. 
Before proving the Theorem 2.4.4, we first show a preliminary Lemma. 
Lemma 2.4.1 Let Rhe a prime ring with center Z(R), the extended centroid C, 
L a noncentral Lie ideal of R and a,b e R,ay^O. Suppose that [b,L]a C Z{R) (or 
a[b, L] C Z{R)). Then b e Z{R) except when charR = 2 and dirUcRC = 4. 
Proof. We prove only the case when [b, L]a C Z{R). The proof of the other case 
is similar. Suppose that either charR 7^  2 or dirricRC > 4. Set / = R[L, L]R. 
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In view of Theorem 1.3.9, [L,L] ^ 0 follows and so / is a nonzero ideal of R. 
Note that [I,R] C L. Thus [b,[I,I]]a C Z{R) and hence [b,[R,R]]a C Z{R). If 
[b, [R,R]]a = 0, then we are done by Theorem 1.3.11. We may assume henceforth 
that 0 7^  [6, [R, R]]a C Z{R). Then b ^  Z{R) and [[b, [Xi,X2]]a,X3] is a nontrivial 
GPI for R. It follows from Theorem 1.3.16 that RC is strongly primitive ring. By 
Theorem 1.3.3, 0 ^ [b,[soc{RC),soc{RC)]]a C C and hence soc{RC) contains a 
noncentral element and so RC is finite dimensional central simple C-algebra. In 
particular, a is invertible in RC. Thus we have [b,[R,R\] C Ca~^. In particular, 
[[b, [/?,/?]], [6, [/?,i?]]] = 0. Since [R,R] is a noncentral Lie ideal of R, in view of 
Theorem 1.3.10 we obtain b G Z{R), a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of the Theorem 2.4.1. Suppose either charR 7^  2 or dirricRC > 4. The aim 
is to prove that d = 0. Suppose that on the contrary that d ^  0. By symmetry we 
may assume that d{f{xi))f{xi) G C for all Xi G R. Expansion of it yields that 
t 
{d{f{xi) + Y,g^{d{x,),Xi,...,Xt)))f[xi)eC (2.4.2) 
3=1 
for all Xi G i?. Suppose first that d is not Q-inner derivation. Applying Theorem 
1.3.14 to (2.4.2) we have 
t 
idifixi) + J29j{yj,Xi,-,^t)))f{xi) G C (2.4.3) 
for all Xi,yi G il. Setting yj = 0 for all i in (2.4.3) we obtain that d{f{xi))f{xi) G C 
and also 
Yl9j{yj,xi,...,xt))fixi) eC (2.4.4) 
for all Xi,yi e R. Let u e R and set y^  = [u.Xi] in (2.4.4). By (2.4.1) we have 
[uj{xi)]f{xi) G C. By Theoren 1.3.3 [U, f{xi)]f{xi) C C for all Xi G t/. It follows 
firom Lemma 2.4.1 that f{Xi) is central valued on U in this case, a contradiction. 
Therefore, we may assume that d is Q-inner, i.e., d = ad{b) for some b e Q, 
the two sided Martindale quotient ring of R. Note that b ^  C since d ^ 0. Now 
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[[b,f{Xi)]f{Xi),Y] is a nontrivial GPI for R and hence for U Theorem 1.3.3. By 
Theorem 1.3.16, U is strongly primitive ring since U is centrally closed prime C-
algebra. Let M = {reU\ [r, f{xi)]f{xi) € C for all Xi 6 U}. Note that b e R and 
so M %C. Clearly, M is a C-subspace of U such that uMu~'^ C M for all invertible 
element u e U. Applying Theorem 2.4.3, we have that [soc{U), soc{U)] C M. By 
Theorem 1.3.3 again we have that 
[[[X,Y],f{X,)]f{X,),Xo] (2.4.5) 
is a PI for U. In view of Lemma 2.4.1 f{Xi) is a central valued on U and hence on 
RC, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Prom now onwards, we always make the following assumptions; 
Let Rhe a prime ring with extended centroid C and f{Xi,X2, -...Xt) be a nonzero 
polynomial over C which is not central valued on RC. Suppose that d and S are 
two nonzero derivations of R such that 
d{f {xi,X2, ...xt))f{xi, X2, ...Xt) - fixi,X2, ...Xt)S{f{xi, X2, ...Xt)) € C (2.4.6) 
for all Xi,a:2, ...Xt in R. Moreover, either charR 7^  2 or dirricRC > 4. U 5 = -d, by 
(2.4.6) we have d{f{xif) G C for all Xi e R and hence fiXi)"^ is central valued on 
RC. Thus we may assume further that 5 7^  —d. The next Lemma to reduce 6 and 
d be Q-inner. 
Lemma 2.4.2. d = ad{p) and 6 = ad{q) for some p,q e Q. 
Proof. Expanding (2.4.6) we have 
t t 
{d{f{xi)) + Y,9M^j^^u---^^t))fi^i)-f{xi)m{xi) + ^gj{6{xj),xu...,xt))eC 
i = i j=i 
(2.4.7) 
for all Xi e R. Suppose first that d and 5 are C-independent modulo Q-inner 
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derivations. Applying Theorem 1.3.14 to (2.4.7) we have 
t t 
{d{f{xi)) + Y,9j{yj^^1' ->xt))f{xi) - f{xi){5{f{xi) + J2Qji^j^^i^ •••'^t)) e C 
(2.4.8) 
for all Xi G R. Setting y^  = 0 = Zj for all i in (2.4.8) we obtain d{f{xi))f{xi) -
f{xi)d{f{xi)) e C and hence 
t t 
(^9j{yj,xi,--xt))f{xi) - f{xi){Y^gj{zj,Xi,...Xt)) e C (2.4.9) 
for all Xi,yi,Zi E R. Let u E R and replacing yi,2i with [ti,Xi],0 respectively and 
then applying (2.4.1) we obtain [u,f{xi)]f{xi) G C for all Xi E R and hence for ah 
Xi EU Theorem 1.3.3. It follows from Theorem 2.4.4 that f{Xi) is a central valued 
on RC, a contradiction. 
Suppose next that d and 6 are C-independent modulo Q-inner derivations. By 
symmetry we may assume that 5 = Pd + ad{b) for some /? G C and hence we are 
done this case. 
Therefore we assume d to be outer. In view of (2.4.7) we have 
id{f{xi))+i:gj{d{^j),^u-,xt))f{xi)-f{xi){pd{{f{xi) 
t 
+ J2gj{Pd{xj)) + [b,Xj],Xu...,Xt))eCioxa\\ Xi E R. (2.4.10) 
Applying Theorem 1.3.14 to (2.4.10) yields 
{d{f{xi)) + j:gj{yj,x,,...,xt))f{xi)-f{xi){pdif{xi)) 
t 
z 
t 
+ ^i9j{Pyj) + [b,Xj],Xu--;Xt)) GC ior all Xi,yi e R . (2.4.11) 
Setting t/j = 0 in (2.4.1) we have 
d{f{xi))f{xi) - f{xi){pdif{xi)) + [b,f{x,)]) G C for all x, G R. (2.4.12) 
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Since gj{Yj,XuX2, ...Xt) is linear in Yj, it follows from (2.4.11) and (2.4.12) that 
t t 
^9j{yj,Xu-,Xt)f{Xi)-pf{xi){J29j{yj,xu-,^t)) e C for all Xi,yi G R. 
(2.4.13) 
Let w G i? and replacing y^ with [u,f{xi)] in (2.4.13) and using (2.4.1), we obtain 
[uj{xi)]f{xi) - (3f{xi)[uJ{xi)] e C for all Xi,u G R. (2.4.14) 
Thus R is a PI ring and so RC is a finite dimensional central simple C-algebra by 
Posner's Theorem for prime P/-rings. Suppose that dcRC = n^. Then n > 2. Note 
that RC and M^C satisfy the same Pis. Thus in view of (2.4.14), [Y, f{Xi)]f{Xi) -
Pf{Xi)[Y,f(Xi)] is central valued on M„C. Let e be the arbitrary idempotent in 
MnC and y^ , Xj G MnC. Then 
(1 - e){[ey{l - e), /(xO]/(xi) - /?/(xO[ey(l - e), /(xO])e = 0. 
That is, (/? + 1)(1 — e)f{xi)ey{l — e)f{xi)e = 0. Suppose for the moment that 
P ^ —I. The primeness of R implies that f{xi)e = ef{xi)e. However, MnC is 
spanned by idempotents over C. Thus /(xj) G C. That is, f{Xi) is central valued 
on MnC and hence on RC, a contradiction. So 5^ = —1 follows by (2.4.14) we have 
[R, /(xj)^] C C for all Xi G /?, implying that f{XiY is central valued on RC. Re-
placing 5 with -d + od(6) in (2.4.6), we see that d{f{xiY) - f{xi)[h, f{xi)] G C and 
hence /(xi)[6,/(x^)] G C for all Xi G i?. In view of Theorem 2.4.4, 6 G C follows 
and so5 = —d, a contradiction. Thus S and d are Q-'mner. This completes the proof. 
To continue our proof we define three sets, which are essential in proof of 
the Theorem 2.4.2. Let H = {{a,b) eUxU \ [a, fixi)]f{xi) - /(x,)[6,/(x.)] G 
C for all Xi e U} , A ^ {a e U \ (a, b) e H for some b G U} and E = {a + b \ 
(a, 6) G H}, we may assume henceforth that R - U. In particular, R is centrally 
closed prime C-algebra. Since {p,q) e H,p ^ C, and q ^ C, R satisfies the non 
trivial GPI [\p,f{Xi)]f{Xi) - f{Xi)[q,f{Xi)],Y]. It follows from Theorem 1.3.16 
that R is strongly primitive. 
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Lemma 2.4.3. The Theorem 2.4.2 holds if C is an infinite field. 
Proof. Recall that R = U. In this case, R is strongly primitive ring. Denote by 
D its associated generated division C-algebra and let dirricD — rr? for some rn > 1. 
Then soc{R) is a simple ring with nonzero minimal right ideals. By Litoff's Theo-
rem 1.3.7, each element x G soc{R) is contained in some eRe for some idempotent 
e G soc{R). Note that eRe = M^D where L is the rank of e. Therefore x is algebraic 
over C. 
Note that / / is a subspace oi R x R. Let (a, b) e H,x e soc{R) and K the degree 
of minimal polynomial of x over C. Since C is infinite, we can choose k distinct 
fx\s e C such that (x + ^i)~^ exists for each i. Then the C-subspace generated by 
these (x + /ii)~^'s coincides with C-subalgebra of R generated by x and 1. Now we 
have 
{{x+fii)a{x+^ii)-'^,{x+iii)b{x+iii)~^)-{a,b) = ([x,a]{x+Hi)-'^),{x,b]{x+fii)-^)) G 
k 
H. Choose X e C,l>i> k such that 1 = ^ Ai(x + ^i)'\ Then ([x, a], [x, b]) = 
i=l 
k 
XlAi([x,a](x +/Xi)~\[x,6](x + ^i)"^) G H. That means ([x,a],[x,b]) G if for all 
t=i 
X G soc(/?). Let x,y G soc(/?). Then ([a,x][6,x]) G if and so 
([[a,x],y],[[6,x],y])Gii. (2.4.15) 
Note that [a,x] G soc(R). Replacing y with [a,x] in (2.4.15) yields that 
(0, [[6,x],[a,x]]) G H. In view of Theorem 2.4.3 we see that [[6,x], [a,x]] G C In 
particular,[[^,x],[p,x]] G C for all x G soc{R). By Theorem 1.3.8 q = Xp + 5 ior 
some X,P e C, since either char{R) 7^  2 or dirricRC > 4. 
Replacing with Ap + ^ in (2.4.6) we see that 
[P,/(a:i)]/(xi) - A/(xOb,/(a:i)] ^ C for all x, e i?. 
Consider the C-subspace of R; 
L = {reR\ [rj{xi)]f{x,) - Xf{xi)[rJ{xi)] G C for all x, G i?}. 
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Since p G L \ M and uLu-^ C L for all invertible elements u e R, it follows from 
Lemma 2.4.1 that [soc{R), soc{R)] C L. An application of Theorem 1.3.3 yields that 
[[[X, Y], fiXiMX.) - Xf{X,)[[X, Y], fix,)], Xo] (2.4.16) 
is a PI for R. By Posner's Theorem for prime PI rings, R is finite dimensional 
central simple C-algebra. Suppose that dirricR = s^, where s > 2. Since R and 
MsC satisfy the same Pis, it follows that (2.4.16) is also a PI for M,C. Let 
x,Xi e M^C and e^  = e G MjC. Note that ex(l - e) = [e, ea;(l - e)]. By 
(2.4.16) 0 = (1 - e)([ex(l - e),f{xi)]f{xi) - Xf{xi)[ex{l - e),f{xi)])e and hence 
(1 + A)(l - e)f{xi)ex{l - e)f{xi)e = 0. If A = - 1 , then 5 ^ -d, a contradic-
tion. Thus A 7^  - 1 and so (1 - e)f{xi)e = 0 follows from the primeness of R. 
Analogously, e/(xi)(l - e) = 0. Therefore [f{xi), e] - 0, which implies that f{X^) is 
a central valued on MgC and hence on R, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Proof of the Theorem 2.4.2. By Lemma 2.4.3 we assume that C is a finite field. 
Since R noncommutative strongly primitive ring, R is not a division ring, recall 
that we may assume that R = C. Therefore R contains no nontrivial idempo-
tents. we claim that C = GF{2), the Galois field of two element. Suppose on 
contrary that C has more than two elements. Let w & R w'^ = 0,a,b e H and 
let /? e C \ {0,1}. Then ((1 + uj)a{l - u), (1 + Lo)a{l - u)) - {a,b) G H and 
{{l+Pu)a{l-Pu),il+0u)b{l-Pu!))-{a,b) G // , i.e., i[a,u],[b,u])+{uau.ivbu) G H 
and ([a,a;], [6,0;]) + P{uau,ujbuj) G H. This implies that {ujau,ujbuj) G H. Re-
calling the definition of H we see that [ujau,f{xi)]f{xi) - f{xi)[ubu,f{xi)] G C 
for all Xi e R. Using a;^  = 0 to expand u{[uauj, f{xi)]f{xi) - f{xi)[u)bu), f{xi)]u 
we have ujf{xi)u{a -I- b)uf{xi)uj = 0, i.e., Lof{xi)Eujf{xi)u = 0. But E is a. 
C-subspace of R invariant under inner automorphisms, it follows from Theorem 
2.4.3 that either £" C C or [soc(R),soc{R)} C E. If the case first occurs, then 
p + q e C and so S = -d, a contradiction. Thus [soc{R), soc{R)] C E and so 
uf{xi)uj[soc{R),soc{R)]u;f{xi)uj = 0 implying that ujf{xi)uj = 0. In particular, let 
u; = ey(l - e) with y^R, li^e = e^eR then ey(l - e)f{xi)ey{l - e) = 0 
implying that (1 - e)f{xi)e = 0 Theorem 1,3.17. Similarly, ef{xi){\ - e) = 0. Thus 
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[f{xi), e] = 0 and so [/(x,), ly] = 0, VF denote the additive subgroup of R generated 
by the idempotents of R. Note that W is a noncentral Lie ideal of R. Since either 
charR ^ 2 or dirricRC > 4, in view of Theorem 1.3.9 we have f{xi) G Z{R). This 
proves that f{Xi) is central valued on R, a contradiction. Now we have show that 
C = GF(2). 
This is to show that R = MnC for some m > 3. By the fact that C is finite, it is 
enough to prove that R is PI ring. Suppose on contrary that R is not a PI ring. Let 
m be the degree of f{xi) then there exists an idempotent e in soc{r) with rank{e) > 
m. Note that [soc{R), soc{R)] C A. Let x,Xi e R then there exists y & R depending 
only on (1 — e)xe £ A, such that [(1 — e)xe, f{eXie)]f{eXie) — f{exie)[y, f{exie)] e C 
and so (1 - e)([(l - e)xe,f{exie)]f{exie) - f{exie)[yj{exie)]) = 0, i.e., 
(1 — e)xf{exie)^ = 0. It follows from primeness of R and e ^ 1 that f{exie) = 0. 
thus f{Xif is a PI for simple Artinian C-algebra eRe and so dirriceRe < vr? by the 
Kaplansky Theorem for primitive algebras. This is absurd as dirriceRe = rank{e^) > 
m^. Up to now we have prove that R ~ M„(G(F(2))), iV > 3. 
We claim that f{Xi,X2, •••Xt) is a central valued on R. Since b G A\C, it follows 
from Theorem 2.4.3 that [R,R] C A. In particular ei2 G A. {ei2,b) G H for some 
b e R. Note that b ^ C hy Theorem 2.4.4. Let CRieu) = {x e R \ [x,eu] = 0}. 
Let u G Ci{(ei2) be such that 1 + M is invertible in R and rank{u) = 1. Then 
((1 + u)ei2(l + u)-\ (1 + u)b{l + u)-i) G H, i.e., (0, (1 + u)b{l + u)-i) G H and 
hence 
(0, [b, u]{l + u)-') = (ei2, b) + (ei2, (1 + u)b{l + u)'') G // . 
By Theorem 2.4.4, this imphes that [b,u](l + w)-^ G C and so [fe,w] = 0. Since 
rank{[b,u]{l + u)-'^) < 2. 
Taking u = etj with j > 2 or u = 6^ 2 with fc > 3, we see that b commutes 
with these eij and 6^ 2- By a direct computation we see that 6 G C + Ce,^ and hence 
6 = ei2 + /x foe some fie C, since ^ ^ C and C = GF(2). Thus (ei2,612) G H. By 
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Theorem 2.4.1, this proves that f{Xi,X2, •••Xt) is central valued on R. 
Now/(Xi,X2, ..-XtY is central valued oni?, so [p,/(xi,X2, ...Xt)'^]f{xi,X2, •••Xt) + 
/(xi,2;2,...xt)[p,/(xi,X2,...Xt)] = [p,/(xi,X2,...xt)2] = 0 for all x, € R. Thus 
(p,p) G / / . On the other hand, (p, g) G H, so (0,p — q) E H. By Theorem 
2.4.4, we have p + q = p — q^C, i.e., 5 = —c?, a contradiction. This completes the 
proof of the Theorem. 
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CHAPTER-(3) 
GENERALIZED DERIVATIONS IN RINGS 
3.1. Introduction 
During the last few decades there has been great deal of work concerning 
generalized derivation in context of algebra on certain normed spaces for reference 
see Hvala [44], where further references can be found. By a generalized derivation on 
an algebra A, one usually means a map of the form x t-^ ax + xb where a and b are 
fixed elements in A. We prefer to call such maps generalized inner derivation for the 
reason, they present a generalization of the concept of the inner derivations (i.e., the 
map of the form x >-^ ax — xa). Now in a ring R, let F be a generalized inner d(;riva-
tion given by F{x) = ax + xb, then it can be easily seen that F{xy) = F{x) + xlb{y) 
where hiv) = yb — by is an inner derivation. Motivated by the definition in the 
year 1991, Bresar introduced the concept of generalized derivation in ring and sub-
sequently Hvala [44] studied the algebraic properties of this ring. Most of the results 
of this chapter are based mainly on the work of Hvala [44] and T. K. Lee [72]. 
Further, in Section 3.2 generalization of a well-known result due to Posner [81] 
which states that the product of two nonzero derivations of R can not be a deriva-
tion, is obtained in the setting of generalized derivation in prime rings. 
In Section 3.3 we study the results obtained by Hvala [44] for generalized deriva-
tions Fi and F2 satisfying the property [Fi{x), F2{x)] = 0. Finally, in Section 3.4 
a result due to T. K. Lee [72] has been included which presents a charaterization 
of a result due to Hvala [44] in the context of semiprime rings without torsion-free 
assumptions. 
3.2. Product of two generalized derivations of rings 
We begin our discussion with the following definition: 
Definition 3.2.1 (Generalized inner derivation). An additive mapping F : 
i? ->• i? is called a generalized inner derivation if F{x) = ax + xb for some a, b e R. 
It is straight forward to note that if F is a generalized inner derivation, then 
for any x,y E R, 
F{xy) = F{x)y + x{y, b] = F{x)y + xhy 
where It, is an inner derivation. 
Motivated by the above observations, Bresar [16] introduced the concept of a 
generalized derivation in rings as follows: 
Definition 3.2.2 (Generalized derivation). An additive mapping 
F : R -^ Ris called a generalized derivation of a ring R if there exists a derivation 
d : R-^ R such that 
F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y) holds for all x,y E R. 
Example 3.2.1. Let S be any ring and i ? = ' ^ [ ) | a , 6 G S ' > . Define 
F : R ^ R such that F{x) = 2eiix — xen- Then it can be easily seen that F 
is a generaUzed derivation with associated derivation d{x) = eux — xen. 
Remark 3.2.1. The following example is sufficient to demonstrate that a 
generalized derivation need not be a derivation. 
Example 3.2.2. let i? = | f ^ ^ J | a,b,ce Z2I . Define a map F : /? ^ /? by 
•^ ( 0 ) ~ ( n n ) ^^^ ^ derivation d : R-¥ Rhy d( j = 
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Then it can be verified that F is a generalized derivation but not a derivation. 
Remark 3.2.2. Let Rbe a. ring and d : R ^ Rhe a function and F : R^ Rhe 
an additive mapping satisfying 
F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y e R. (3.2.1) 
We intend to show that under rather mild assumption d must be a derivation. 
On one hand, we have 
F{xyz) = F{x{yz)) = F{x)yz + xd{yz) for all x,y,z e R 
and on the other hand, 
F{xyz) = F{{xy)z) = F{x)yz + xd[y)z + xyd{z) for all x,y,z e R. 
Comparing the above two expressions we obtain 
x{d{yz) - d{y) - d{z)) = 0 for all x,y,z E R. 
Similarly comparing F{x{y + z)) in two ways, one shows that 
x{d{y + z) — d{y) — d{z)) = 0 for all x,y,z G R. 
If R has the property that Ra = 0 implies that a = 0. In particular, R is semiprime 
ring, then d is a derivation. 
Hence the concept of a generalized derivation covers both the concept of deriva-
tion and generahzed inner derivation. Moreover, generalized derivation with d = 0 
covers the concept of a left multiplier that is, an additive map satisfying F{xy) = 
F{x)y for all x,y ^ R. 
In the year 1998, Hvala [44] investigated the following result in order to extend 
a famous theorem due to Posner [81] which states that if di, d2 are derivations of a 
prime ring of char{R) ^ 2 such that the iterate didg is also a derivation of R., then 
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at least one of di, 6,2 must be zero. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let i? be a prime ring of charR ^ 2 and Qr{R), the Martindale 
right ring of quotient with center C and central closure Re- Suppose Fi, F2 : i? —> i? 
are generalized derivations, the product F3 = F1F2 is a generalized derivation if and 
only if one of the following possibility holds: 
(i) there exists 7 G C such that either .^ 1(0;) = 7X or F2{x) = jx; 
(M) there exists a,b E Qr{Rc) such that either Fi{x) = xa and F2{x) = xb; 
{in) there exists a,b € Qr{Rc) such that either Fi{x) = ax and F2{x) = bx; 
{iv) there exists a,6 G Qr{Rc) and X,fi & C such that Fi{x) = ax + xb and 
F2{x) = X{x) + /i(ax - xb). 
The Martindale ring of quotients Qr{R) can be characterized by the following 
four properties: 
{i) R C Qr{R)] 
(ii) for q G Qr{R) there exists a nonzero ideal I oi R such that 5/ C i?; 
(ZM) if 9 G Qr{R) and ql = 0 for some nonzero ideal / of i?, then g = 0; 
{iv) if / is a nonzero ideal of R and V^  :/—>/? is a right-i?-module map, then there 
exists q G Qr{R) such that i/'(2;) = q{x) for all x^  G / . 
The ring Qs{R) consists of those q G Qr{R) for which Iq '^ R for some nonzero 
ideal of R. The extended centroid C is a field and it is a center of both Qr{R) and 
Qa{R)- Thus one can view the ring R as & subring of algebras Re, Qr{R) and Qs{R) 
over C. Since Re is a prime ring as well, one can construct the rings Qr{Rc) and 
Qs{Rc). The extended centroid of Re is equal to C, whence Re is equal to its central 
closure. 
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In order to develop the proof of the above theorem, we require the following 
results: 
Lemma 3.2.1([19], Lemma 1). Let Rhea prime ring with the right and symmetric 
Martindale ring of quotients Qr{R) and QsiR) respectively with extended centroid 
C and central closure Re = RC. If a^ , 6, G i? satisfy J2 <^i^bi = 0 for all x e R. then 
Oj's as well as 6i's are C-independent, unless all a^  = 0 or all bi = 0. 
Proposition 3.2.1. Let Rhea prime ring with the right and symmetric Martindale 
ring of quotients Qr{R) and Qs{R) respectively with extended centroid C and central 
closure Re = RC. Suppose that 
n n 
y ^ fj{z)xaj + y^ Cizhi{x) — 0 for all x,z e R, 
fc=l i = l 
where aj,Ci G R and fj:R^R,hi:R^-Rc are any maps. If the sets 
{ai,a2, ...a„} and {ci,C2, ...Cfc} are C-independent then there exists Qij G Qr{Rc), 
i = 1,2,3..., k, j = 1,2, ...n, such that 
k n 
i=l i = l 
for all x,z e R, i = 1,2, ...k, j = 1,2, ...n. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let J? be a prime ring with the right and symmetric Martindale 
ring of quotients Qr{R) and Qs{R) respectively with extended centroid C and cen-
tral closure Re = RC. Suppose F : R ^ R^ he an additive mapping satisfying 
F{xy) = F{x)y for all x,y e R. Then there exists q e Qr{Rc) such that F{x) = qx 
for all x e R. 
Proof. Let us extend F from R to i?c according to F ( ^ x^Ai) = ^ F{xi)Xi, where 
Xi e R and Aj e C In order to show that F is well defined it suffices to prove 
that J2xi\ = 0 yields ^F{xi)Xi = 0. Let / be a nonzero ideal of R such that 
Xil C R for every i. Pick a G / and note that the factors in sum ^ Xi(Aja) lie in R. 
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Therefore we have 0 = ^ F{xi)Xi = ( ^ F{xi)Xi)a. Since this is true for all a £ I, 
we have ^ F{xi)\i = 0. The fact that F{xy) = F{x)y for all x, G Re can be varified 
by a direct computation. This proves that F : Re -^ Re i^s a right /?c-niodule map, 
hence there exists q G Qr{Rc) such that F(x) = qx, x G /?c- Since F is an extension 
of F, this proves the lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let i? be a prime ring with the right and symmetric Martindale ring 
of quotients Qr{R) and Qs{R) respectively with extended centroid C and central 
closure Re = RC. Let Rhe a, noncommutative ring. If F : i? ^ C is a generalized 
derivation, then F = 0. 
Proof. Write F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y). As F{xy) and F{x)y commute with y it 
follows that xd{y)y — yxd{y), x,y e R. Using Lemma 3.2.1 we obtain the following 
alternative, for every y e Y, we have either y G C or d{y) = 0. By an standard 
argument one of these must hold for all y ^ R. Since the ring R is noncommu-
tative, we have d = 0 and therefore F{xy) = F{x)y, x, ?/ G R. The fact that F 
maps into C and that R'ls a commutative ring makes this possible only when F = 0. 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let J? be a prime ring with the right and symmetric 
Martindale ring of quotients Qr{R) and Qs{R) respectively with extended centroid 
C and central closure Re = RC. Suppose a, 6 G -R and let F : R ^ Rhe defined by 
F{x) = axb. If F is a generalized derivation, then either a G C or 5 G C. 
Proof. For x,y & Rwe have axyb — axby+xd(y), where rfis a derivation. Therefore 
ax{yb - by) - xd{y) = 0 for all x,y E R. 
using Lemma 3.2.1 it follows at once that either a G C or 6 G C 
Proof of the Theorem 3.2.1. It is easy to check that in each of these four cases, 
the product F1F2 is again a generalized derivation. Let us prove the converse. 
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Now , Fi, F2 and F3 = F1F2 are generalized derivation, so we have 
Fi{xy) = Fi{x)y + xdi{y), % = 1,2,3; for all x,y G R, 
for some derivation di, thus using F^ixy) = Fi{F2{xy)) we obtain 
F2ix)di{y) + Fi{x)d2{y) + x{did2 - dz){y) = 0 for all x,y ^ R. 
Replacing x by zx, we obtain, 
F^{z)xd2{y) + F2{z)xd^{y) + z{d2{x)dM+di{x)d2{y)-\-x{did2-d^){y)) = 0 (3.2.2) 
for all x,y,z G R, fix y and note that the Proposition 3.2.1 gives us the following 
two possibilities: 
{i) di{y) and d2{y) are C-independent for all y ^ R; 
(M) there exists 91,92 G Qr{Rc) such that Fi{z) = -zqi and F2{z) = —zq2, z ^ R. 
In case {ii) write a = —gi, 6 = —92 this is the possibility (n) of the theorem. 
Let us now consider the case (z). Since di{y) and d2{y) are C-independent, we have 
[d\{y), d2{y)\ — 0 for all y e R. As charR 7^  2 it follows from Theorem 1.3.8 that is, 
di and ^2 are C-independent i.e., 
ai(ii + (^ 2^ 2 = 0 for certain ai, Q;2 G C. (3.2.3) 
Let us first consider the case di = 0, this implies Fi{xy) = Fi{x)y for aU x,y e R. 
It follows firom Lemma 3.2.2 that there exists a e Qr{Rc) such that Fi{x) = ax. 
In this case (i) can be rewritten in the form 
azxd2{y) - zxdz{y) = 0 for all x,y,z e R. (3.2.4) 
In a similar manner we see that ^2 = 0 yields F2{x) = bx for b G Qr{Rc) and all 
X e R. This is the possibility {in). If ^2 7^  0 we can choose x,y e R such that 
xd2{y) i- 0. In this case the relation (3.2.4), together with Lemma 3.2.1, gives us 
a^C. Write 0 = 7 and we obtain Fi(x) = 7X, so that (z) holds. 
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Similarly we see that the possibility (z) appears in the case when 0^2 = 0 and 
di ^ 0, more precisely, we arrive at F2(x) = 7X, x G K. 
Finally let us consider the situation when d\ ^^ Q, 62 ^ 0, so that o?2 = '^^i; 
some nonzero r E R. 
Define F{x) = F2(x) - rFi(x) and note F : R ^ Re and F{xy) = F{x)y, 
for all x,y e R. Thus Lemma 3.2.2 yields that there exists q e Qr{Rc) such that 
F{x) = qx and therefore 
F2(x) = rFi(x) + qx for all x e R, (3.2.5) 
using this in (3.2.2) we obtain 
{2rFi{z) + qz)xdiiy) + z{di{x)g{y) + xh{y)) = 0 for a\\x,y,z G R, 
where ^(y) = —2rdi(y) and h — did2 — d^. Pick y E R such that di(y) ^ 0 and 
apply Proposition 3.2.1 there exists q' E QriRc) such that 
2rFi{z) + qz = —zq. 
This gives us F2{x) = ax + xb where a = —{2r)~^q, b — —{2r)~^q', a,b e Qr{Rc)-
Using this result in (3.2.5) we obtain a similar result for the other function: 
F2(x) = {ra + q)x + xrb 
Now we compute the product F1F2 we obtain 
F3{x) = Fi(F2{x)) = {ra^ + aq)x + x(r6^) + (2ra + q)xb. 
Since both maps x t-)- [{ra^ + aq)x + x{rb'^)) and F3 are generalized derivations 
so is their difference i.e., the map x 1-^  (2ra + q)xb. In Lemma 3.2.4 we prove that 
this is possible only if one of the coefficient hes in C, so we have either 2ra +q e C 
ox b eC. It is easy to notice that the second possibility leads to the possibility [iii) 
of the theorem, so we consider the case 2ra + q = X e C. Write u = -r, q = A + 2/i,a 
and obtain F2{x) = Ax + fx{ax - xb). This is the possibility (iv) of the theorem. 
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Remark 3.2.4. In the case when the charR = 2, Theorem 3.2.1 is no longer true. 
If F2 is an arbitrary generaUzed derivation and Fi(.x) = Xx + fiF^ix), for all A, /i 6 C, 
then F and the product F1F2 are generahzed derivation as well. Thus, we see that 
the choice of the generalized derivation whose product is generalized derivation is 
Umited to sort of inner generalized derivations in case when charR ^ 2 and that 
the choice is much wider in the case when charR / 2. However, we will not investi-
gate this isolated situation in this chapter. Therefore, in all the corollaries and the 
propositions during this section R will be prime ring and charR ^ 2. 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let i? be a prime ring with the right and symmetric Martindale 
ring of quotients Qr{R) and Qs{R) respectively with extended centroid C and cen-
tral closure Re = RC. If Fi, F2 : R -^ R are generalized derivations, then F1F2 = 0 
if and only if one of the following possibilties holds: 
(z) either Fi = 0 or F2 = 0; 
(M) there exists a,b E Qr{Rc) such that Fi{x) = xa and F2(x) = xb and 6a = 0; 
(m) there exists a,b e Qr{Rc) such that Fi{x) = ax and F2(a;) = bx and ab = 0; 
(iv) there exists a,b E Qr{Rc) and X,fi e C such that Fi{x) = ax + xb, F2{x) = 
Ax -f- ij,{ax — xb) and Aa -|- /xa^  = /i6^ — Xb e C. 
Proof. It is clear that in case (z) - (iv) we have F1F2 = 0. Let us prove the converse. 
Since F1F2 is a (zero) generalized derivation, one of the possibihty (z) - {iv) of 
the Theorem 3.2.1 must hold. 
The possibility Fi(x) = rx,r e R, implies rF2(x) = 0 for all x e i? and therefore 
either Fj = 0 or F2 = 0. The F2{x) = rx for all x G C gives us Fi(rx) = 0 for all 
x e R. Taking xy for x in this relation, we get rxdi{y) = 0 for all x,y e R. which 
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implies either r = 0 and therefore F2 = 0, or di = 0. In case when r 7^  0, the map 
Fi : i? -> i? is a right i?-module homomorphism and there exists q G Qr{R) snch 
that Fx{x) = qx. But, then we have qrx = rgx = 0 for all x e R and therefore 
Fi = 0 . 
If the possibility (in) of the Theorem 3.2.1 holds, we have ^1(^2(0;)) = xba = 0, 
for all X e R and therefore ba = 0. Similarly, we have ab = 0. 
Let us finally consider the case [iv) of the Theorem 3.2.1. We have Fi(F2(x)) = 
(Aa + /xa^)x + x{Xb + fxb'^) = 0, for all x e R, whence (using for instance. Lemma 
3.2.1) Aa + na^ = fib"^ - XbeC. 
Corollary 3.2.2. Let i? be a prime ring with the right and symmetric Martindale 
ring of quotients Qr{R) and QsiR) respectively with extended centroid C and central 
closure Re = RC. Suppose F : R -^ Rhe generalized derivations and c, d G R. If 
we have cF{x) + F{x)d = 0 for all x G i?, then one of the following possibilities 
holds: 
(z) c,d E R and c + d = 0; 
(ii) c e C and there exists b e Qr{Rc) such that F{x) = xb and b{c + d) = 0; 
(iii) d e D and there exists b G Qr{Rc) such that F(x) = bx and (c + d)b = 0; 
(iv) there exists A,^ G C such that F(x) = Ax + ^(cx - xd) and Ac + ptc^  
= /xoP - Ad G C. 
Proof. Define ^(x) = ex + xd for all x G JR, so we have gF = 0. According to 
Corollary 3.2.1, this is possible in one of the four cases. The possibility ^ = 0 is 
equivalent to c, d G C, c + d = 0, and the possibility F = 0 is included in case {iv) 
to the Corollary 3.2.2 with X = ^ = Q. The case (ii) and (in) of Corollary 3.2.1 
can be easily transformed in case {ii) and {Hi) of Corollary 3.2.2. Similarly the case 
(iv) of Corollary 3.2.1 gives us F(x) = Ax + ii{cx + xc). Once we know this, write 
cF{x) + F{x)d = 0 and using Lemma 3.2.1 to derive Ac + /xc^  = jid^ - Ad G C. 
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Remark 3.2.5. One can observe that the Corollary 3.2.2 is of special interest in 
the cases when d = c ov d = —c. 
Corollary 3.2.3. Let i? be a prime ring with the right and symmetric 
Martindale ring of quotients Qr{R) and Qs{R) respectively with extended centroid 
C and central closure Re = RC. Suppose F : R -^ R is a generalized derivation 
and cE R-C. If F(x)c = cF{x) for all x e R, then there exists A,// G C such that 
F{x) — Xx + fj,{cx + xc) and Ac -1- /xc^  G C. 
Proof. This corollary corresponds to the situation of Corollary 3.2.2 for d = - c . 
Since c ^ C, the possibility {iv) of Corollary 3.2.2 must hold. 
Corollary 3.2.4. Let R he a, prime ring with the right and symmetric 
Martindale ring of quotients Qr{R) and QsiR) respectively with extended centroid 
C and central closure Re = RC. Suppose F : R ^ R'ls a generalized derivation and 
ce R— {0}. If F{x)c + cF{x) = 0 for all x E R, then there exists fi E C such that 
F{x) = ^i{cx — xc) and /xc^  E C. 
Proof. This corollary corresponds the situation of Corollary 3.2.2 for d = c 7^  0. 
Since charR 7^  2, the possibility (iv) of the Corollary 3.2.2 gives us the only non 
trivial choice. 
It is well known that only the elements from the center Z{R) of a prime ring 
R with charR ^ 2 can commute with range of a nonzero derivation of R. This can 
be, for example, deduced from Posner's theorem mentioned above. 
Remark 3.2.6. Corollary 3.2.3 shows us that result is not true for generalized 
derivations. For instance, xicE R- Z{R) and c^  = 0, then F{x) = ex + xc is a 
generalized derivation and c commutes with F{R). 
But, the next will be tell us that the choice of such elements is limited for 
nonzero generalized derivations, too. 
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Proposition 3.2.2. Let it! be a prime ring with the right and symmetric 
Martindale ring of quotients Qr{R) and Q,{R) respectively with extended centroid 
C and central closure Re = RC. Suppose that F : i? -^ i? is a generahzed deriva-
tion. If there exist elements a,b e R which commute with F{R) such that {a,b, 1} 
is a C-independent set, then F — 0. 
Proof. It follows from assumptions that we have F{x)a = aF{x), F{x)b = bF{x) 
for all X E R. Since a, b do not belong to C, Corollary 3.2.3 ensures that the existence 
of Aa, Afc, /Lia, fJ'b ^ C such that 
F{x) = XaX + fJ^aiax + xa) = XbX + iib{bx -\-xb) x e R, (3.2.6) 
and Xatt + /iaO^ € C, Xbb + ^bb'^ ^ C. The relation (3.2.6) implies 
{{Xa - Xb) + A^aO + IJ'bb)x + x{fj,aO' + fJ'bb) = 0 for all X e R. 
Lemma 3.2.1 tells us that ^laO^+lJ'bb G C. Since a, b and 1 are C-independent, we have 
^„ = /Xj, = 0. But then we have AQO G C and Xbb G C, which implies Aa = Ab = 0 
and therefore F = 0. 
In Theorem 3.2.1 Hvala considered two generalized derivations Fi,F2 . R ^ R 
and described all the cases when the product F3 = F1F2 is again a generalized 
derivation. In corollaries up to now the author was analyzing the case when F3 = 0. 
In the next corollary the case when Fi = F2 is discussed. 
Corollary 3.2.5. Let R he a prime ring with the right and synnnetric 
Martindale ring of quotients Qr{R) and Qs{R) respectively with extended centroid 
C and central closure Re = RC. Suppose F : R -^ R is a, generalized derivation. 
Then F^ is a generalized derivation if and only if there exists a G Qr{Rc) such that 
either F{x) = ax for all x G i?, or F{x) = xa for all x e R. Moreover, we have 
F^ = 0 if and only if F is of the form above and a^  = 0. 
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Proof. One direction is clear. Suppose now that F^ is a generalized derivation 
and apply Theorem 3.2.1, F = Fi = F2. The possibility (i) - {in) of the Theorem 
3.2.1 can be unified in saying that F is either left or right multiplication by an ele-
ment from Qr{Rc)- Let us now consider the possibility (iv). Theorem 3.2.1 gives us 
F{x) = ax + xb = Xx + i^{ax-xb), a,beQr{Rc), A, / iGC. From the equality above 
it follows that ((/x - l)a + X)x - x(/i + 1)6 = 0, x G R, and Lemma 3.2.1 gives us 
{fi - l)a + X = {fj. + l)b € C. This is possible only if either one of the elements a, b 
lie in C, or /x - 1 = ix + 1 = 0. Since charR ^ 2 the second possibility can not oc-
cur. So, F is again either a left or right multiplication by an element a + b E Qr{Rc)-
3.3. Generalized derivations satisfying lFi{x), F2{x)] = 0 
A well known result due to Herstein [43] states that, if d is a derivation of a 
noncommutative prime ring R with charR / 2, then [d{x),d{y)] = 0 for all x,y e R 
implies that d = 0. Such a result does not hold for generalized derivation. 
Example 3.3.1. Let R — M2{K), the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over a field K, and if 
we denote c = en — 622, then F : R ~y R defined by F{x) = xc + ex is a nonzero 
generalized derivation satisfying [F{x),F{y)] = 0 for all x,y ^ R. 
However, Hvala [44] proved the following result: 
Proposition 3.3.1. Let R he a, noncommutative prime ring with the right and 
symmetric Martindale ring of quotients Qr{R) and Qs{R), extended centroid C and 
central closure Re = RC. Suppose F : i? -> i? be a nonzero generalized derivation 
satisfying [F{x),F{y)] = 0 for all x,y e R. Then there exists c e -Re - C* and 
additive map -f,(t>: R^ C such that F{x) = xe + ex and F{x) = 7(a;)c + 4>{x) for 
all X e i?, moreover, we have e^ ^C. 
Proof. Since /? is a commutative ring and F is nonzero, it can not be map in the 
center Z{R) according to Lemma 3.2.3. Therefore there exists yo ^ R such that 
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F(t/o) = c ^ Z{R), we have F{x)c = cF{x) for all x e R. Corollary 3.2.3 tells 
us that F{x) = Xx + n{cxn + xc) where A, /x, Ac + fic^ e C, ^ ^ 0. If we write 
c = ^J,c+ \X. we obtain F{x) = ex + xc, c^C and c - fxc, c^ G C. 
On the other hand, we already have two elements, namely c and 1, which 
commutes with F{R), since F = 0, it follows from Proposition 3.2.2 that every 
element commuting with F{R) is a C-combination of these two. Therefore, we have 
F(x) = 7(x)c + (/)(x), where 7,0 : /? -> i? are additive maps. This concludes the 
proof. 
One might wonder whether an analogous condition F{x)F{y) — F{y)F(x) = 0 
could be considered using Corollary 3.3.1. This is certainly true. However, at least 
when charR / 2, the relation is equivalent to F(x^) = 0, for all x E R. Hvala [44] 
studied a more general situation when [Fi(x), F2{y)] = 0 and obtained the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let Rhe a noncommutative prime ring, charR ^ 2 and supoose 
Fi, F2 : i? —> i? be generalized derivations satisfying 
[Fi(x), F2{x)] = 0 for all x e R. (3.3.1) 
Then there exists Xe C such that Fi(x) = AF2(x) for all x e R. 
Proof. SetY = {y G R\ F(y), ^2(2/) and 1 are C-independent } a.nd X = Y ~ R 
for all X G i? therefore there exists ai{x) G C, i = 1,2,3, not all zero, such that 
a^{x)Fi{x) + a2{x) + a^ix) = 0. (3.3.2) 
The theorem will be proved in four steps. 
Step 1. Suppose that there exists an element XQ e X and A e C such that 
FI{XQ) - AF2(xo) e C. Then for every x e X we have either Fi(x) - AF2(x) G C or 
[i"2(a;),F2(xo)]=:0. 
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Suppose that for x e X, we have [F2{x), F2{xo)] j^ 0. Of course, then F2{x) 0 C, 
hence ai{x) ^ 0 and therefore Fi(x) - PxF2{x) e C for some l3x G C. 
The Unearization of (3.3.1) gives 
mx),F2{y)] = [F2(x),Fi(y)] for all x,y e R (3.3.3) 
and in particular [FI{X),F2{XQ)] = [F2{x),Fi{xo)]. According to the consideration 
above this relation could be rewritten as Px[F2{x),F2ixo)] = X[F2{x),F2{xo)]. Since 
the commutator is not zero as we obtain /3i = A. Therefore, for all x G X one of the 
following alternatives must hold. Either [F2{x), F2{xo)] = 0 or Fi{x) - XF2{x) e C. 
Step 2. Theorem 3.3.1 holds true under the additional assumption that 
[F,{x),F,{y)] = 0, [F2{x),F2{y)] = 0 holds for all x,y e R. (3.3,4) 
The relation (3.3.4) we considered in Proposition 3.2.4. The proposition gives us 
Fi{x) = xci + CiX = ri{x)ci + 0i(x), (3.3.5) 
for all i = 1,2, Ci ^ Re — C and x G i?. Moreover, we have cf G C. Using (3.3.5) 
and (3.3.1) we see that [ci,C2] = 0. Next we have 
0 = [Fx{x),F2{x)\ = [xCi +CiX,72(x)C2 + 02(3:)] = 7 2 ( x ) [ x C i +CiX,C2]. 
It follows that for each x € i? we have either 72(x) = 0 or [xci + CiX,C2] = 0. 
Therefore, one of these must hold for all x E R. Since F2 does not map into C and 
therefore 72 7^  0, we have 
XC1C2 + C1XC2 - C2XC1 - C2C1X = 0 for all X e R. (3.3.6) 
Applying Lemma 3.2.1 we see that {ciC2,Ci,C2,1} is C-independent set. Next, we 
will prove that {ci, C2,1} is C-independent set. If that was not true, we would have 
C1C2 = QC2 + /3ci + T, a,P,r e C. The relation (3.3.6) can be rewritten in the form 
(ci + a)xc2 + {P - C2)xci - (QC2 + I3ci)x = 0. 
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Since c-i^C and therefore /3 - ca f^  0, it follows from Lemma 3.2.1 and {ci, C2,1} 
is a C-independent. So, we have c-i = Aci + p for all X,p e C. Using this in the 
expression (3.3.5) for F2 we obtain 
F2(x) = AFi(x) + 2px. 
To conclude we have prove that 2p = 0. We have 
Q = \Fi{x),F2{x)] = 2fni{x)\x,c{\. 
Again we arrive at the alternative, for each x e i? we have either 2p7i(x) =^  0 or 
[x, ci] = 0. One of these relation must hold for all x. Since 7 7^  0, this is possible 
only if 2p = 0. This proves the step 2. 
Step 3. Theorem 3.3.1 holds true in the case when X = R. It is clear from the 
assumption and from Lemma 3.2.3 that there exists an element XQ E R such that 
-^ 2(2^ 0) ^ C and therefore «i(xo) 7^  0. Write A = -ai(xo)"^a2(xo) and note that 
F\{XQ) — XF2{XQ) € C. It follows from Step 1 that for every x e R one of the following 
alternatives must hold, either [F2(x), F2(xo)] = 0 or Fi(x) —AF2(x) G C. By an stan-
dard argument, one of these must hold for all x E R. If F(x) = Fi(x) — AF2(x) G C 
for all X E R, then F is generalized derivation mapping into C and therefore F = 0 
according to Lemma 3.2.3. In this case we get Fi = AF2 and theorem is proved. 
Suppose that the first alternative holds for all x e R. Repeat this argument for 
all Xo e i? with ai(xo) 7^  0 and note that in case ai(xo) = 0 we have F2(xo) G C. 
Therefore either the theorem is proved or we have [Fi(x),F2(x)] = 0 for all x G R. 
Reversing the role of Fi and F2 we get the similar result for Fi. 
Step 4. X = R. Suppose on the contrary that y is a nonempty set, say yo G Y. 
This means that a = Fi(yo), b = F2(yo) and 1 are C-independent. Of course, (3.3.1) 
implies ab = ba. Note that Fi are generalized derivations, i.e., we have 
Fi{xz) = Fi{x)z + xdi{z) (3.3.7) 
for some derivations rfj, x, z E R and i =^ 1)2. The linearization of (3.3.1) gives 
(3.3.3). Taking yo for y in (3.3.3) and replacing x by xz in the relation so obtain, 
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we get 
{aF2ix)-bFi{x))z-F2{x)za + Fi{x)zb + xidi{z)b-d2{z))a) + axd2{z)-bxdi{z) = 0. 
(3.3,8) 
Denoting Gi(x) = aF2{x) - bFi{x), G2{x) = -F2{x), G^ix) = F,{x), H,{z) = 
d(^z)h-d2{z)a, H2{z) = ^2(2), ^3(2) = -di{z) andci = 1, C2 = a, C3 = 6 we see that 
3 
(3.3.8) is of the form ^ CixHi{z) = 0 for all x e R. Since a, 6,1 are C-independent, 
the Proposition 3.2.1 ensures us the existence of elements qtj e Qr{Rc), hj = 1, 2,3 
3 3 
such that Fj{x) = - ^Cixqij and Hi{z) ~ J^Qij^^j- Therefore, we have 
1=1 i=l 
Fi{x) =-xqi3 - axq23 - bxq33 (3.3.9) 
F2{x) = xqi2 + axq22 + 2^:^ 32 (3.3.10) 
aF2{x) - bFi{x) = -xqu - a,xq2i - bxq3i (3.3.11) 
di{z) =-qzxz - q32za - q33zb (3.3.12) 
d2{z) = 921^ ; + (l22za + q23zb (3.3.13) 
di{z)b — d2{z)a = q\\Z + qnza + qi3zb (3.3.14) 
Next we want to collect some more information about the elements qij. 
Using the relation (3.3.9),(3.3.12) and (3.3.7) for i = 1 we obtain 
a:((gi3 + q3i)z + q32za + qz^zb - 2913) + ax{q23Z - zq2z) + bx{q33Z - 2933) = 0 
for all x,z E R. Since l ,a and b are C-independent, it follows from Lemma 3.2.1 
that coefficients appearing right to x in the relation above are zero for all z e R. 
This implies that 923, 933 G C and 
(913 + q3i)z + q32za + qzzzb - zqi3 = 0 for all z e R. (3.3.15) 
Similar arguments for F2 gives us 922, 932 G C and 
((gi2 + 921)^ + q22za + q23zb - zqu) = 0 for all z e R. (3.3.16) 
Moreover, using (3.3.12) and the fact that di is a derivation and 932, 933 G C, we 
obtain {q32xa-\-q33xb-\-xq3i)z = 0 for all x,y e R and therefore 932a+ 933^ +931 = 0. 
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Again, similar arguments for ^2 gives us 922^ + '?23^  + 921 — 0. Now, we can write 
(3.3.15) as (gi3 + 931)2 - 2(913 -f 931) = 0 for all z e R, which gives 913 + q-.n E C. 
Similarly we obtain 912 + 921 ^ C* from (3.3.16). 
There is some information hidden in (3.3.11). Using (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) and 
information about the coefficients qij we derived us to now, we can write (3.3.11) in 
form 
xqn + ((912 + 921)0 + (913 + 931)6 + 922^^  + (<?23 + 932)06 + 9336^ )2; = 0. 
It follows from Lemma 3.2.1 that 911 e C and -911 = (9i2+92i)a+(9i3+93i)6+922a^+ 
(923+ 932)06+ 9336^ - Note that relations 9320 + 9336 + 931 = 0 and 9220 + 9236 + 921 = 0 
impliy that the last three terms of the expression for —911 are equal to —921a - 9316. 
Therefore, we have 9120 + 9136 + 911 = 0. 
Let us summarize the facts about the coefficents qij. The elements 911, 922, 923, 
932, 933, 9i3 + 931, 9i2 + 921 lie in C, Moreover, we have 
9ii + 9i20 + 9i36 = 0 z = 1,2,3. (3.3.17) 
These facts, together with (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) enable to express the maps in more 
convenient form 
Fi{x) = -x{qi2 + 93i) - 3:(9320 + 933^ ) - (923a + 9336)x 
F2{x) = a;(9i2 + 921) + ^(9220 + 9236) + (922a + 9326)x. 
Write C = -5(913 + 931), C = 5(912 + 921), a = -923, /9 = 923, 7 = 922, r = -923. 
Note that C,^,a,/3,7 and r he in C. Defining u = C^+aa-(3h, t = C + ra + -Pb. v = 
^ + 7a — r6 and s = ^ + 7a — a6 we have 
Fi{x)=ux + xt F2ix) = vx + xs. (3.3.18) 
Note that u,t,v, s G Re. This is about all we could derive from the relation (3.3.8). 
However, all the coefficients in the expression of Fi and F2 depend on the choice 
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of the element yo from the set Y. For other choices oi y e Y we would get other 
elements a{y),b{y) etc. and finally u{y),t{y),v{y) and s{y). When y = yo we will 
continue to omit the argument as in all the consideration up to now. For only y eY 
we have 
Fi{x) = ux + xt = u{y) + xt{y), F^ix) = vx + xs = v{y)x + xs{y) for all x e R. 
It follows from the Lemma 3.2.1 that the elements u{y) - u, t{y) - t, v{y) - v and 
s[y) — s lie in C. But then the difference u[y) -u — t{y) + t and v{y) - v - s{y) + s 
lie in C as well. According to the definition of the elements of above we have 
{a{y) - r{y))a{y) - (a - r)a G C, (a(y) - r{y))b{y) - (Q - r)b e C. 
Suppose that a = r. Since a{y) ^ C we must have a{y) = r{y) for all y € Y. 
The argument of this kind prove that we have either a{y) = r{y) for all y ^ Y or 
a{y) 7^  r(y) for all y ^Y. In the second case we have 
Fi{y) eCa + C, Fiiy) eCb + C for all yeY. (3.3.19) 
Let us consider the case a = r. We want to get a result similar to the (3.3.19). 
Prom the equahty above it follows u = t, v = s, and Fi{x) = ux + xu, F^ix) = 
vx + XV. Moreover, the relation u{y) ~ u, v{y) ~ v £ C gives us 
a{y)aiv) - P{y)b{y) eC + Ca + Cb 
7{y)a{y) - a{y)b{y) eC + Ca + Cb. 
Multiply the first relation by a{y) and second by P(y) and sum up the relations so 
obtained. We get 
{aiyf - P{yh{y))Fi{y) eC + Ca + Cb 
for i = 1 and all yeY. The relation for z = 2 could be derived in the similar way. 
Now we will prove that for ?/ e F the element Qf(?/)2 - P{y)'y{y) can not be zero. 
This will prove that for y G y we have 
Fiiy), F2{y) eC + Ca + Cb. (3.3.20) 
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Assume on the contrary that a{yy - P{y)'y{y) = 0 for some y eY. In this case we 
have i{y)u{y) - a{y)v{y) = Civhiv) - ci{y)^{y) = P^C. This impUes that 
7(y)Fx(x) -aiy)F2{x) = 2px. (3.3.21) 
If we have p = 0, then the fact that Y is not an empty set, gives us j{y) = 
a{y) = 0 and F^ix) = ^{y)x, ^{y) ^ 0. In this case we see that [Fi(x),x] = 0, 
X e R, i = 1,2, that is, Fi and F2 are so called commuting maps. It is proved 
in [17] that Fi and F2 must be of the form Fi{x) = Xi{x) + /iii{x) where A^  G C 
and /Xj : i? —>• C is an additive map. But then X2F1 — X1F2 maps into C, which 
contradicts the assumption that Y ^ (j). This contradiction gives us p / 0. From 
this and (3.3.21) we obtain once again that Fi and Fg are commuting maps, which 
leads to the same contradiction. 
Therefore, (3.3.20) holds ior y eY iia^r. Since (3.3.19) and (3.3.20), the 
later one holds for ally eY. 
Next, we shall find all the C-combinations F{x) — piFi(x) + p2F2(x) which 
maps the whole ring R into C + Ca + Cb. According to (3.3.18) we can write 
F{x) = [piu + P2v)x + x(pit + p2s). We can consider F as a generalized inner 
derivation F : Re ^ Re. Note that the ring R and Re have same extended centroid 
C. Since F maps Re into C + Ca + Cb, a and b commute with F(x) for all x e Re-
Apply Proposition 3.2.2 for the situation when the basic ring is Re, obtain that 
F = 0. Since Y is nonempty set, this is possible only when pi = p2 = 0. Thus we 
proved that no nonzero C-combination of Fi and F2 can map into C + Ca + Cb. 
Now we will move our attention from the set Y to the compliment X = R-Y. 
First see that F2 can not map X into C. In this case F2 would map the whole 
ring into C + Ca + Cb according to (3.3.25), which is impossible as we saw above. 
Therefore F2(xo) 0 C for some XQ e X, which yields that Qfi(xo) / 0 and, from 
(3.3.2), FI{XQ) - AF2(xo) G C. Now step 1 tells us that for every x e X holds either 
Fi(x) - AF2(x) G C or [F2(x),F2(2;o)] = 0. Note that (3.3.20) implies that we have 
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^j(y) _ i?2(y) eC + Ca-vCb for all y eY. Therefore, for each x G Rwe have either 
Fiix) - XF2{x) eC + Ca + Cbor [F^ix), F2{xo)] = 0 for all yeY. By an standard 
argument one of these must hold for all x £ R. Since only zero combination of 
function Fi and F2 can map the ring into C + Ca + Cb, the second possibihty must 
hold for all x e R. Recalling (3.3.2) we see that a similar argument holds for every 
XQ e X with ai(a;o) 7^  0. In the case when Q:I(XO) = 0, we have ^2(3:0) £ C and the 
conclusion is still true. Therefore, we have 
[F2{x),F2{z)] = 0, xeR, zeX. 
This means that the commutator is zero as soon as one of the elements from X. 
But if both, x and z lie in Y, the commutator is zero as well because of (3.3.20). 
Therefore, we have [F2{x), F2{y)] = 0 for all x,y e R. Symmetrically we obtain 
[Fi{x),Fi{y)] = 0 for all x,y e R. This together with Step 2, contradicts the 
assumption that V is a nonempty set. This proves the theorem. 
3.4. Generalized derivations of left faithful rings 
In the year 1999 T. K. Lee [71] extended the notion of generahzed derivations 
in rings as follows: 
Definition 3.4.1. Let p be the dense right ideal of a ring R and U{R) be the right 
Utami quotient ring. F : p ^ U{R) is called a generalized derivation on p if there 
exists a derivation d : p -.^ U{R) such that F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y e p. 
Lee [71] proved that every generalized derivation on R can be uniquely extended 
to a generalized derivation of U{R) and also obtained a characterization of a gener-
alized derivation as follows: 
Theorem 3.4.1. Every generalized derivation F on a dense right ideal of R can be 
extended to U{R) and assumes the form F{x) = ax + d{x) for some a G U{R) and 
a derivation rf on U{R). 
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To develope the proof of the above theorem we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.4.1. Let i? be a left faithful ring and A be a subring of U{R) such that A is 
dense submodule of U{R)R. Then there exists a ring isomorphism ip : U{R) -^ U{R) 
satisfying ip{x) = x for all x G A. 
Let 5 be a right quotient ring of a left faithful ring R. Then 
Fact 1. For x E S, there exists a dense right ideal p oi R such that xp C R. 
Fact 2. For x G -S, if xp = {0} for some dense right ideal p of R, then x = 0. 
Fact 3. There exists ring embedding h : S -^ U{R) such that h{x) — x for all x E R. 
Proof. We first note that A itself a left faithful ring. Let a G A be such that 
aA = {0}. Then a{A C] R) = {0} implying a = O a s A n i ? i s a dense right ideal of 
R. Thus U{A) does exist. We break up the proof into some steps. 
Step 1. The ring U{R) is a right quotient ring of A. Indeed, let u,v e U{R) with 
u ^ 0. First, there exists r G i? such that ur ^ 0 and vr e A since AR is a dense 
submodule of U{R)R. Consider wr, r G U{R) with ur ^ 0. Then urs ^ 0 and rs G A 
for some s ^ R. Set f = rs G A. Then wi 7^  0 and vt = vrs G A, proving Step L 
Step 2. The ring U{A) is a right quotient ring oi AnR. Let x, y G ^(^1) with x 7^  0. 
Since U{A) is a right quotient ring of A, we have xa, ya G A with xa 7^  0 for some 
ae A. Consider xa,ae AC U{R) with xa y^ 0. Then there exists r E R such that 
xar ^ 0 and ar G R. Since RR is a dense submodule of U{R)R. For xar,yar G A 
with xar y^ 0, there exists some s e R such that xars 7^  0 and yars G /?. Note that 
yars e An R and ars e An R. Set t = ars eAnR. Then xt ^ 0 and yi G A n /?. 
This proves that U{A) is a right quotient ring oi AnR and hence Step 2 is proved. 
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It follows from Step 1 and Fact 3 that there exists a ring embedding 4):U{R) ^ 
U{R) such that (/>(x) = x for all x e A. On the other hand, A n i? C 0(i?) <^U{A), 
it follows from Step 2 that U{A) is a right quotient ring of (j){R). Fact 3 says that 
there is a ring embedding h : U{R) -^ U{(i)[R)) such that h(0(r)) = 0(r) for all 
r eR. Since 0(i?) = i?, there exists a ring isomorphism g : U{(t){R)) -> t/(fl) such 
that ^(0(r)) = r for all r e R. Define ijj = g o h. Then V' : t/(A) ^ U{R) is a ring 
embedding satisfying ip{(l){r)) = r for all x ^ R. 
Let X G U{A). By Step 2, [/(A) is a quotient ring of A n i?. Thus, by Fact 1, 
xp C A n i? for some dense right ideal of p of A n /?. Let x e p. Since xp C A n i?, 
we have 0(xr) = xr & R and hence z/;(xr) = xr. Thus we have (0 o ip){xr) = xr. 
On the other hand, {(j) o t/;)(xr) = {(j) o t/j)(x)(^ o '0)(r) = (0 o •0)(x)r. Hence 
(((/)O'0)(x) —x)r = 0. So (((?!) ot/')(x) — x)p = 0 implying that ((/'ot/')(x) = x by Fact 
2. This proves that (j)oip is the identity map on [/(A) and so V^  is an epimorphism. 
Let a G A, then (^ o i/')(a) = a = (f){a). This implies that il){a) = a. Since t/; is 
injective map. This proves the theorem. 
Lemma 3.4.2. Every derivation from a dense right ideal of R into U{R) can be 
uniquely extended to U{R). 
Proof, We follow the argument of Theorem 1.3.13. Suppose that d : p ^- U{R) 
is a derivation, p is a dense right ideal of R. In view of Theorem 3.4.2 there ex-
ists a ring isomorphism from U{p) onto U{R) such that 0(x) = x for all x G p. 
Set d = (f)-^ o d. Let a,b e p. Then d{ab) = (f)-\d(ab)) = (f)-\d{a)b + ad{b)) = 
(f)-\d{a))(f)-\b) + (l)-^a)(p-\d{b)) = d(a)b + ad{b). Therefore, d is a derivation from 
p into U{p). By Theorem 1.3.12, d can be uniquely extended to a derivation of U{p), 
denoted the derivation by d also. Then it is clear that (p o~do cf)-^ is a derivation 
of U{R) extending the derivation d : p ^ U{R). Finally, we have to prove the 
uniqueness of the extension rf. It suffices to show that if rf is a derivation on U{R) 
vanishing on the dense right ideal of R, then d = Q. Indeed, suppose rf(po) = 0 for 
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some dense right ideal of R. Let u e U{R), choose the dense right ideal J of R such 
that uJ C po and J C po- For r e J, we have 0 = d{ur) = ud{r) + d{u)r, and so 
d{u)J = {0}. Thus d{u) =0. Sod = 0. This completes the proof. 
Proof of the Theorem 3.4.1. Suppose that g : p ~^ U{R), where p is the dense 
right ideal of R. By definition, there exists a derivation d from p into U{R) such 
that ^(xy) = g{x)y + xd{y) for all x E p. By Lemma 3.4.2, the derivation d can be 
uniquely extended to U{R). Denote this extension by d also. 
Let u e U{R). Then there exists a right ideal po of R contained in p such that 
upQ C p. Define (pu • Po ^ U{R) by 0u(y) = ^(wy) - wc?(y) for all y e po- We claim 
that (j)u is a right i?-module map. Let y G Po and rep. Then since yr e po and 
wy G p, we have 
<l)u{yr) = i/(ut/r) - ud{yr) 
= g{uy)r + uyd{r) — {ud{y)r + uyd(r)) 
= 0o(?/)r, 
as desired. Next, the map (pu can be uniquely extended to a right U{R)- mod-
ule map defined on poU{R), say 0„. Indeed, if X^ XiWj e poU{R), where x, e po, 
i 
f j G t^(/2), define 0„ ^ Xjiij = J2 4>u{xi)vi. We have to prove the map is well defined. 
i 
Suppose that X^ XjWj = 0. Choose a dense right ideal J oi R such that ViJ C p for 
i 
each i. Let z G J, then 0 = (puiJ2^i'"i^) = l^^u{xi{viz)) = Y.'t>n{xi)viZ and so 
i i i 
i^4>u[xi)vi)J = {0}, implying Y^4>u{xi)vi = 0. This proves 0„ to be well defined. 
i i 
Clearly, PQU{R) is a dense right ideal of U{R) and moreover, 0„ is a right U{R)-
module map. Since the right Utami quotient ring of U{R) coincides with itself, the 
map ^„ defines an element in U{R), say g{u). Hence ^ is a map from U{R) to U{R) 
and possesses the following properties: 
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(z) g{x) = g{x) for all a; G p and 
{ii) if w G U{R) and upo C p for po is a dense right ideal of R contained in p, then 
g{uy) = g{u)y + ud{y) for all y G po-
Let M,w G t/(i?). We claim that g{uv) — g(u)v + ud{v). First, choose po as 
in given in (ii). Choose the right ideal pi of R such that vpi C po and pi C pp. 
Let r G pi. Then using the (ii), we have g{u{vr)) = g{u)vr + ud{vr) = g{u)vr + 
ud{v)r + uvd{r). On the other hand, since uupi C p, applying [ii) again we have 
5((ut;)r) = 'g{uv)r + uvd{r). 
Comparing two formulae yield {g{uv) - g{u)v - ud{v))r = 0 r G pi. This implies 
that g{uv) = g{u)v + ud(v) as desired. 
Up to now, we have proved that g{xy) — g{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y G (/(i?). 
In particular, let a; = 1 and a = g{l). Then g{y) = ay + d{y) for all y G U{R). 
Since ^ = ^ on p, we see that g{y) = ay+d{y) for all y ^ p. This completes the proof. 
A natural question to Theorem 3.4.1 is to ask whether a and d are uniquely 
determined by g. The answer is in the negative. For instance, let Mn{D) be n x n 
matrix over the division ring D and let R = Mn{D)eu, where eij is the matrix with 
1 in (i,jf)-entry only, for I < i,j < n and n > 3. Then i? is a left faithful ring 
and U{R) = Mn{D). Let d = ad{e2i) be the inner derivation on R induced by the 
element 621. Define g : R -^ U{R) by g{x) = enx + d{x) for all x e R. Then g 
is a generalized derivation on R. Let d = ad{e2i + 631). Since Resi = {0} we have 
g{x) — (eii — 631 )x + d{x) for all x e R, as desired. 
However, if /? is a semiprime ring, then a and d are uniquely determined by 
g. It suffices to prove that if £? = 0 on p, a dense right ideal of R, then a = 0 and 
d = 0. Let y e p and r e R. Then 0 = g{yr) = ayr + d{yr) = ayr + d{y)r + yd{y). 
Choose a dense right ideal po of R such that d(r)po C R. Then, for t G po, we have 
{d{r)tyf = 0 for all yep. Since i? is semiprime, it follows from [41] that d{r)tp 
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for all t e PQ. Thus d{r)poP = 0. Since po p is still a dense right ideal of i?, Thus 
d{r) = 0 follows. Then d{R) = 0 and so d = 0. Now, the fact that g{p) = {0} 
implies that ap = {0} and so a = 0. This proves our claim. We record this fact in 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.2. Let i? be a semiprime ring. Then every generahzed derivation 
^ on a dense right ideal of R is uniquely extended to U{R) and assumes the form 
g{x) = ax + d{x) for some a £ U{R) and derivation d on U{R). Moreover, a and d 
are uniquely determined by the generalized derivation g. 
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CHAPTER-(4) 
JORDAN TRIPLE DERIVATIONS OF RINGS 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the study of Jordan triple derivations of prime and 
semiprime rings based on the work of Bresar [15], Jing and Lu [48], Liu and Shiue 
[75] and Vukman [89]. 
Section 4.2, opens with a result due to Bresar [15] which states that every 
Jordan triple derivation on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a derivation. 
Further, in Section 4.3 a generalization of the above result for generalized Jordan 
triple derivation for prime and semiprime ring is presented. 
Finally, Section 4.4 is devoted to the study of Jordan triple {9, (/))-derivation and 
generalized Jordan triple {6,0)-derivation. In this section we present the 
generalization of results obtained in Section 4.2 and 4.3 for {6,0)-derivations. 
4.2. Jordan triple derivations of semiprime rings 
In a remarkable paper [15], Bresar introduced the concept of Jordan derivation 
as follows: 
Definition 4.2.1 (Jordan derivation). An additive mapping d: R-> Ris said to 
be Jordan derivation on R if d{x'^) = xd{x) + d{x)x holds for all x,y ^ R. 
Remark 4.2.1. Every derivation is obviously a Jordan derivation but converse need 
not be true in general. 
Example 4.2.1. Let R = Z2[X,Y]. Define an additive map (f : R~^ Rhy 
r ^(Y) = T 
1 ifiX'Y^) = 0, for all (ij) ^ (0, l),i,j G N 
for an arbitrary polynomial p{X,Y) = ^Yl CLijX'Y^ where aij e {0,1}, we have 
i=0 j=0 
by definition of (f that 
n m n m 
i=0 j=0 k=0 s=Q 
= aooQoi + ooiOoo 
= 2aoo<ioi 
= 0, since char{Z2) = 2. 
Now, since Z2[X,Y] is commutative, it follows that if{p)p + p(p{p) = '^P^{p) - 0. 
Therefore (^(p)^ = 'pip)p + Pf{p) and (p is Jordan derivation. 
On the other hand, we see that, 0 = <p{XY) ^ '4^{Y)Y + X<p{Y), hence f is not a 
derivation. 
Bresar [15] introduced a more general concept of a Jordan triple derivation in 
rings. 
Definition 4.2.2 (Jordan triple derivation). An additive mapping d : R ^ R 
is called a Jordan triple derivation if it satisfies 
d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) for all a,b E R. 
Trivially, every derivation is a Jordan triple derivation. However, the following 
example demonstrates that there exists a Jordan triple derivation which is not a 
derivation. 
0^ a b\ 
Example 4.2.2. Let R be any ring such that /? = { ( 0 0 c\ \ a,b,c eZ\ and 
,0 0 0 / 
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additive mapping d : R—^ R such that 
is Jordan triple derivation. 
One can easly verify that a Jordan derivation in an associative ring i? is a 
derivation on the Jordan ring under the induced Jordan multiphcation. However, 
Herstein [41] proved that every Jordan derivation of a 2-torsion free prime ring is a 
derivation, later Bresar [15] obtained the same result in semiprime ring. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Any Jordan triple derivation of a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is 
a derivation. 
For developing the proof of the above theorem first we shall fix some notations. 
For a Jordan triple derivation d : i? —> /?, we state some elementry properties satis-
fied by A{a, b, c) = d{abc) — d{a)bc — ad{b)c - abd{c)) and B{a, b, c) = abc - cba for 
all a,b,c ^ R. 
(z) A{a,b,c) +A{c,b,a) =0 
(ii) A{{a + b), c, d) = A{a, c, d) + A{b, c, d) 
{in) A{a, {b + c),d) = A{a, b, d) + A{a, c, d) 
{iv) A{a, b, (c -I- d)) = A{a, b, c) -I- A{a, b, d) 
{v) B{{a + b), c, d) = B{a, c, d) + B{b, c, d) 
(vi) B{a, {b + c), d) = B{a, 6, d) + B{a, c, d) 
(vii) B{a, b, (c + d)) = B{a, b, c) + B{a, b, d). 
The following lemmas are essentially obtained in [15]. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let R be 2-torsion free semiprime ring. If a, 6 G i? are such that 
axb + fexa = 0 for all x ^ R, then axb = bxa = 0 for all x E R. If i? is semiprime 
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ring then axb = 0 for all x e R implies bxa = ab = ba ^  0 too. Thus the left and 
right and two-sided annihilator Ann{U) of an ideal U in R coincides. 
Proof. Let x and y be arbitrary elements from R. Using axb ^ -bxa three times 
we obtain {axb)y{axb) = -{bxaya)xb = ax{ayb)xb = -{axb)y{axb). Thus we have 
2{axb)y{axb) = 0 for all x,y e R. Since i? is a 2-torsion free semiprime ring it 
follows immediatly that axb = 0 for all x,y e R. 
Now suppose that R is semiprime ring and axb=0 for all x e R. Then for 
all x,y e R, we have {bxa)y{bxa) = bx{ayb)xa = 0, {ab)x{ab) = a{bxa)b = 0, 
{ba)x{ba) = a{bxa)b = 0, and by the semiprimeness of R we are forced to conclude 
that bxa = ab = ba = 0. 
Lemma 4.2.2. Let Gi, G2, , Gn be additive groups and R be semiprime ring. 
Suppose that mappings S : G1XG2X xGn -> i ?andT : Gi XG2X y Gn ~^ 
R are additive in each argument. If 5(ai,a2, ...•a„)xT(ai,a2, a„) = 0 for all 
X E R,ai ^ Gi, i = 1,2,3, ,n, then S{ai,a2, ••••an)xT{bi,b2, bn) — 0 for all 
X E R, ai, bi G Gi, i = 1,2,3, ,n. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the case when n = 1. Linearizing S{a)xT{a) = 0, 
we obtain S{a)xT{b) + S{b)xT{a) = 0. Then {S{a)xT{b))y{S{a)xT{b)) 
= -S{a){xT{b)yS{b)x)T{a) by the assumption. Hence S{a)xT{b) = 0 by 
semiprimeness of R. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let i? be a ring. If d : i? —>• /? is an additive mapping satisfying 
d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) for all a,b e R (4-2.1) 
then 
d{abc + cba) = d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) + d{c)ba + cd{b)a + cbd{a) for all a,b,cE R. 
Proof. We have d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) for all a,b e R. We compute 
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W = d{{a + c)b{a + c)) in two different ways. On one hand, we find that 
W = d{{a + c)b{a + c)) 
= (d(a) + d{c))b{a + c) + {a + c){d{b)a + d{b)c) 
+{ab + cb){d{a) + d(c)) 
= d{a)ba + d(a)bc + d{c)ba + d{c)bc + ad{b)a + ad{b)c + cd{b)a 
-\-cd{b)c + abd{a) + abd{c) + cbd{a) + cbd{c) for all a,b,c£ R. 
On the other hand 
W = d{aba + abc + cba + cbc) 
= d{aba) + d{abc + cba) + d{cbc) 
= d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) + d{c)bc + cd{b)c + cbd{c) + d{abc + cba). 
Comparing two expressions we obtain d{abc + cba) = d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) + 
d{c)ba + cd{b)a + cbd{a) for all a,b ^ R 
Lemma 4.2.4. If R is any ring admitting a Jordan triple derivation, then 
A{a, b, c)xB{a, b, c) + B{a, b, c)xA{a, b,c) = 0 for all a, b,c,x G R. 
Proof. Let 
W = d{abcxcba + cbaxabc) 
= d{abc)xcba + abcd{x)cba + abcxd{cba) 
+d{cba)xabc + cbad{x)abc + cbaxd{abc) 
= d{abc)xcba + abcd{x)cba + abcx{d{a)bc 
+ad(b)c + abd{c) + d{c)ba + cd(b)a + cbd{a) - d{abc)} 
+{d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) + d{c)ba + cd{b)a 
+cbd{a) — d{abc)}xabc + cbad{x)abc + cbaxd(abc) 
(4.2.2) 
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On the other hand 
W = d{abcxcba + cbaxabc) 
= d{abcxcba) + d{cbaxabc) 
= d{a)bcxcba + ad{bcxcb)a + abcxcbd{a) 
+d{c)baxabc + cd{baxab)c + cbaxabd{c) 
= d{a)bcxcba + ad{b)cxcba + abd{cxc)ba (4.2.3) 
+abcxcd{b)a + abcxcbd{a) + d{c)baxabc 
+cd{b)axabc + cbd{axa)bc + cbaxad{b)c + cbaxabd{c) 
= d{a)bcxcba + ad{b)cxcba + abd{c)xcba + abcd{x)cba 
+abcxd{c)ba + abcxcd{b)a + abcxcbd{a) + d{c)baxabc 
+cd{b)axabc + cbd{a)xabc + cbad{x)abc + cbaxd{a)bc 
+cbaxad(b)c + cbaxabd{c) 
Now comparing (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), we get 
{d{abc) — d{a)bc — ad{b)c — abd{c)}xcba + abcx{d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) - d{abc)} 
+{d{abc)—d{a)bc—ad{b)c—abd{c)}xabc+cbax{d{abc) — d{a)bc—ad{b)c—abd{c)} = 0. 
This impHes that A{a, b, c)xcba - abcxA{a, b, c) — A{a, b, c)xabc + cbaxA{a, b, c) = 0. 
Hence A{a, b, c)xB{a, b, c) + B{a, b, c)xA{a, b, c) = 0, for all a,b,c E R. 
Proposition 4.2.1. Let R be 2-torsion free semiprime ring with a Jordan triple 
derivation d and A(a, b,c) = 0 then d is a derivation on R. 
Proof. Since A{a, b, c) = 0, then by definition 
d{abc) = d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) for all a,b,ce R. (4.2.4) 
Consider 
W — d{abxab) 
= d{a{bxa)b) 
= d{a)bxab + ad(bxa)b + abxad{b) 
= d{a)bxab + ad{b)xab + abd(x)ab + abxd{a)b + abxad{b). 
On the other hand, 
W ^ d{{ab)x{ab)) 
= d{ab)xab + abd{x)ab + abxd{a)b. 
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Comparing above two expressions for W, we obtain 
{d{ab) - d{a)b - ad{b))xab = 0 for all a,b,xe R. (4.2.5) 
Therefore by Lemma 4.2.2, we find that 
{d{ab) — d{a)b — ad{b))xcd = 0 for all a,b,x & R. 
Hence semiprimeness of R forces that d{ab) — d{a)b — ad{b) = 0. That is, d is a 
derivation. 
Proof of the Theorem 4.2.1. Since d : R -^ R is a Jordan triple derivation on R. 
By Lemma 4.2.2 yields that 
A{a,b,c)xB{a,b,c) + B{a,b,c)xA{a,b,c) = 0 for all a,b,c ^ R 
and hence by Lemma 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we obtain 
A{a, b, c)xB{r, s, t) = 0, for all a, b, c, r,s,t e R. (4.2.6) 
Now by Lemma 4.2.3, we have A{a, b, c) = —A{c, b, a). 
2A{a,b,c)xA{a,b,c) = {A{a,b,c) + A{a,b,c))xA{a,b,c) 
= {A{a,b,c)-A{c,b,a))xA{a,b,c) 
= {d{B{a, 6, c)) + B{d{c),b, a) + B{c, d{b), a) 
+B{c,bd{a)))xA{a,b,c). 
Using (4.2.6) and Lemma 4.2.1, the above relation reduces to 
2A{a, b, c)xA{a, b, c) = d{B{a, b, c))xA{a, b, c). (4.2.7) 
Similarly we obtain 
2A{a, b, c)xAia, b, c) = A{a, b, c)xd{B{a, b, c)). (4,2.8) 
Next we have 
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0 = A{a,b,c)xB{a,b,c) + B{a,b,c)xA{a,b,c) 
— d{A{a, b, c))xB{a, b, c) + A{a, b, c)d{x)B{a, b, c) 
+A{a, b, c)xd{B{a, b, c)) + d{B{a, b, c))xA{a, b, c) 
+B{a, b, c)d{x)A{a, b, c) + B{a, b, c)xd{A{a, b, c)). 
Now from equation (4.2.6), (4.2.7), (4.2.8) we get 
0 = 4yl(a, b, c)xA{a, b, c) + d{A{a, b, c))xB{a, b, c) + B{a, b, c)xd{A{a, b, c)). 
We multiply the above relation from left by A{a, b, c)xA{a, b, c)y and from (4.2.6) we 
obtain, AA{a,b,c)xA{a,b,c)yA{a,b,c)xA{a,b,c) = 0, for all a,b,c,x,y G R. Since 
R is 2-torsion free semiprime ring it immediately follows that A{a, b, c) = 0 for all 
a,b,cE R, and by Proposition 4.2.1, we get d is a derivation. 
4.3. Generalized Jordan triple derivation on prime and 
semiprime ring 
Motivated by the concept of generalized derivation Definition 3.2.2 Ashraf and 
Rehman [6] introduced the concept of generalized Jordan derivation in rings: 
Definition 4.3.1 (Generalized Jordan derivation). An additive mapping 
F : i? —>• /? is called a generalized Jordan derivation on a ring R if there 
exists a derivation d : R ^ R such that 
F{x'^) = F{x)x + xd{x) for all x e R. 
Following Jing and Lu [48] we define generalized derivation in rings as follows: 
Definition 4.3.2(Generalized Jordan triple derivation). An additive map-
ping F : R -^ R is said to be generalized Jordan triple derivation on a 
ring R if there exists a Jordan triple derivation d : R ^ R such that F{aba) = 
F{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) for all a,b e R. 
( /O a b\ 
Example 4.3.1. Let i? be a ring such that i? = M 0 0 c\ \ a,b,c eZ\. Let 
[\0 0 Oj 
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/O a b\ /O 0 6\ 
F : R^ Rhe a mapping such that F J O 0 c = 0 0 0 and relating map-
\0 0 0/ \ 0 0 0 / 
/O a b\ /O a 0\ 
ping d : R ^ R such that d ( 0 0 c = J 0 0 0 . Clearly F is a generalized 
\o 0 0/ Vo 0 0/ 
Jordan triple derivation which is not a generalized Jordan derivation. 
Jing and Lu in the mentioned paper investigated that a generalized Jordan 
triple derivation on a 2-torsion free prime ring is a generalized derivation. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let R he a, 2-torsion free prime ring. Then every generalized 
Jordan triple derivation on i? is a generalized derivation. 
For the purpose of this section we shall write H{abc) = F{abc) — F{a)bc -
ad{b)c — abd{c) and B{abc) = abc — cba for all a, 6, c in a ring R, we have the same 
properties from (i) — {vii) as mentioned in Section 4.2 in case F is generalized Jordan 
triple derivation on R. 
We begin with the following results needed for developing the proof of the above 
theorem. 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let R be any ring and F : i? —> i? a generalized Jordan triple 
derivation on R. Then for all a,b,c E: R, 
F{abc + cba) = F{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) + F{c)ba + cd{b)a + cbd{a). 
Proof. In the similar way as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.2, we compute W = 
F{{a + c)b{a + c)). On one hand we have W = F{a + c)b{a + c) + {a + c)d{b){a + 
c) + (a + c)bd(a + c) and on the other hand W = F(aba) + F(c6c) + F{abc + cba). 
Comparing two expressions, we obtain 
F{abc + cba) = F{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c) + F{c)ba + cd{b)a + cbd{a) for all a,b,c e R. 
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Lemma 4.3.2. Let i? be a semiprime ring, then for arbitrary a, b,c,x e R, we have 
H{abc)xB{abc) = 0 
Proof. Since Risa, semiprime ring, it follows from Theorem 4.2.2 that d is a deriva-
tion. 
Let W = F{abcxcba + cbaxabc). Now we compute W in two ways, 
W = F{abc)xcba + abcd{x)cba + abcxd{cba) + F{cba)xabc + cbad{x)abc + cbaxd{abc). 
(4.3.1) 
On the other hand 
W — F(abcxcba + cbaxabc) 
= F{abcxcba) + F{cbaxabc) 
— F(a)bcxcba + ad{bcxcb)a + abcxcbd{a) 
+F{c)baxabc + cd{baxab)c + cbaxabd{c) 
= F{a)bcxcba + ad{b)cxcba + abd{cxc)ba (4.3.2) 
+abcxcd{b)a + abcxcbd{a) + F{c)baxabc 
+cd{b)axabc + cbd{axa)bc + cbaxad{b)c + cbaxabd{c) 
= F(a)bcxcba + ad{b)cxcba + abd{c)xcba + abcd{x)cba 
+abcxd{c)ba + abcxcd{b)a + abcxcbd{a) + F{c)baxabc 
+cd{b)axabc + cbd{a)xabc + cbad{x)abc + cbaxd{a)bc 
+cbaxad{b)c + cbaxabd(c) 
Now comparing the above two equations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) we get, 
{F{abc) - F{a)bc - ad{b)c - abd{c))xcba + abcx{d{abc) - d{a)bc) - ad{b)c - abdic)) + 
{F{abc) - F{a)bc- ad{b)c- abd{c))xabc+cbax{d{abc) - d{a)bc- ad(b)c~ abd(c)) = 0, 
and hence we find that H{abc)xcba + H{abc)xabc = 0 for all a,b,c € R. Thus 
H{abc)xB{abc) = 0. 
Lemma 4.3.3. Let i? be a semiprime ring, then H{abc)xB{rst) = 0 holds for all 
a,b,c,x,r,s,t € R. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.3.2, we have H{{a + r)bc)xB{{a + r)bc) = 0. This imphes that 
H{abc)xB{rbc) + H{rbc)xB{abc) = 0, and so 
H{abc)xB{rbc)yH{abc)xB{rbc) = -H{abc)xB{rbc)yH{rbc)xB{abc) 
= -H{abc){xB{rbc)yH{rbc)x)B{abc) 
= 0 for all a, 6, c,x,y ^ R, 
by semiprimeness of R, we obtain H{abc)xB{rbc) = 0. Similarly, we get 
H{abc)xB{rsc) = 0, and furthermore H{abc)xB{rst) = 0 for all a, b, c, x, r,sj G R. 
Proposition 4.3.1. Let R he a 2-torsion free prime ring. If H{abc) = 0 holds for 
all a,b,c e R, then F is a generalized derivation on R. 
Proof. We have H{abc) — 0 for all a,b,c E R. This can be rewritten as 
F{abc) = F{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c). 
We compute M = abxab in two different ways. On one hand 
F{M) = F{a)bxab + ad{b)xab + abd{x)ab + abxd{a)b + abxad{b), 
on the other hand 
F{M) = F{ab)xab + abd{x)ab + abxd{ab). 
In view of the Theorem 4.2.2, the last expression yields that 
{F{ab) - F{a)b - ad{b)}xab = 0 for all a,b,x e R. 
Following notations, F^ = F{ab) - F{a)b - ad(b), we get F^xab = 0. Thus, using 
similar arguments as used in the proof of Proposition 4.2.1, after equation (4.2.5), 
we get F^ = 0 for all a,b € R that is F is a generalized derivation on R. 
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Corollary 4.3.1. If i? is a ring with generalized Jordan triple derivation F and 
Z{R) ^ 0, then H{ahc) G Z{R) for all a, 6, c G R. 
Proof. For arbitrary a,6,c,r,s E R, we have 
B{H{abc)rs)xB{H{abc)rs) = {H{abc)rs - srH{ahc))xB{H{ahc)rs) 
= H{abc)rsxB{H{abc)rs) - srH{abc)xB{H{ahc)rs) 
= 0. 
The primeness of R yields that B{H{abc)rs) = 0, i.e., H(abc)rs = srH{abc). 
Choose a nonzero element ro G .^(i?). Then iif (a6c)ros = sroH{abc) = sH(abc)ro, 
which imphes that H{abc)ro G -R. Since R is prime, we can easly conclude that 
H{abc) G Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Suppose that F : R -^ R is generalized Jordan triple 
derivation and d is relating Jordan triple derivation on R. Let a,b,c,x be arbitrary 
elements of R. We have two cases: 
Case 1. There exist r,s,t E R such that B{rst) ^ 0 Lemma 4.3.3 and primeness 
of R yields that H{abc) = 0 for all a,b,c e R. Hence by Proposition 4.3.1, we get 
the required result. 
Case 2. B{rst) = 0 holds for all r,s,t G R, i.e., rst = tsr, let Q be the central 
closure or Martindale right quotient ring of R, then Q is the prime ring with identity 
and contains R. Q satisfies the same generalized identities as R. In particular 
rst = tsr for all r,s,t e R. Taking s = 1 yields the commutativity of Q and R. 
Now let 
W = F{a^bc + cba^) 
= F{a?)bc + a^d{b)c + a^bd{c) + Fic)ba^ + cd{b)a^ + cbd{a^) 
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and 
W — F{abcaa + aaabc) 
= F{abc)a^ + abcd{a)a + abcad{a) + d{a)a?bc + ad{a)abc + a'^d{abc). 
Prom Theorem 4.2.2, the last two expressions yields that 
{F{abc) - F{c)ba - cd{b)a - cbd{a)) = 0, 
that is H{abc)a^ = 0 for all a,b,ce R. Now we have 
{H{abc)a)x{H{abc)a) = H{abc)a'^xH{abc) = 0 for all a, 6, c, x G R. 
Thus primeness of R forces that H{abc)a = 0, and a replaced by a + r to get 
H{abc)r + H{rbc) = 0 for all a,b,c,r e R. This implies that 
{H{abc)r)x{H{abc)r) = -H{abc)rx{H{rbc)a) 
= -H{abc)a{rxH{rbc)) 
— 0 for all a,b,c,r,x ^ R 
Again, by primeness of i? we find that H{abc)r = 0. Furthermore H{abc)rH{abc) 
0 and so H{abc) = 0 for all a,b,c G i?. Thus by Proposition 4.3.1, we get the re-
quired the result. 
Jing and Lu [48], also cojectured that every generalized Jordan triple derivation 
on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a generahzed derivation. 
In 2007, Vukman [89] established this cojecture as follows: 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let i? be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring . Then every generalized 
Jordan triple derivation on /? is a generalized derivation. 
In order to establish the proof of the above theorem we begin with the following 
lemma due to Zalar [91]. 
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Lemma 4.3.4. ([91], Proposition 1.4) Let i? be a semiprime ring of charateristic 
not equal to two and T : R ^ R an additive mapping satifies T{x'^) = T{x)x for all 
X e R. Then T is a left centralizer. 
Lemma 4.3.5. Let Rhe a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and let T : R ^ R be an 
additive mapping, such that T{xyx) = T{x)yx holds for all pairs x,y e R. In this 
case T is left centralizer on R. 
Proof. The linearization of the relation 
T{xyx) = T{x)yx for all x,y e R (4.3.2) 
gives 
T{xyz + zyx) = T{x)yz + T{z)yx for all x,y,z G R. 
For 2 = x^ the above relation gives 
T{xyx'^ + x^yx) = T{x)yx'^ + T{x^)yx for all x, t/, z e R. (4.3.3) 
On the other hand the substitution xy + yx for y in relation (4.3.2) gives 
T{x^yx + xyx^) = T{x)yx'^ + T{x)xyx for all x,y,z e R. (4.3.4) 
Substracting (4.3.4) from (4.3.3), we arrive at 
A{x)yx = 0 for all x,y e R, (4.3.5) 
where A{x) stands for r(x^) - T{x)x. It is our aim to prove that 
A{x) = 0 for all x e R. (4.3.6) 
For this purpose we write in the relation (4.3.5) xyA{x) for y, which gives 
A{x)xyA{x)x = 0 for all x,y e R, whence it follows 
A{x)x = 0 for all x ^ R, (4.3.7) 
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by semiprimeness of R. Multiplying the relation (4.3.5) from the left side by A{x), 
we obtain xA{x)yxA{x) = 0 for all x,y e R, which leads to 
xA{x) = 0 for all x e R. (4.3.8) 
The hnearization of the (4.3.7) gives 
A{x)y + B{x, y)x + A{y)x + B{x, y)y = 0 for all x,y e R, 
where B{x,y) denotes T{xy + yx) - T{x)y - T{y)x. Putting in above relation -x 
for X and comparing the relation so obtained with the above relation we arrive at 
A{x)y + B{x,y)x = 0 for all x,y ^ R. Right multiplication of the above relation 
by A{x) gives because of (4.3.8) A{x)yA{x) for all x,y e R, whence it follows by 
(4.3.6). We have therefore proved that T(x^) = T{x)x holds for all x e R. In other 
words, T is a left centrahzer. Now by Lemma 4.3.4, it completes the proof. 
Proof of the Theorem 4.3.3. We have therefore the relation 
F{xyx) = F{x)yx + xd{y)x + xyd{x) (4.3.9) 
for all pairs x,y E R, where d is Jordan triple derivation of R. Since R is semiprime 
ring one can conclude that d is a derivation by Theorem 4.2.3. Let us denote F — d 
by T. We have T{xyx) = F{xyx) — d{xyx) = F{x)yx + xd{y)x + xyd{x) — d{x)yx — 
xd{y)x - xyd{x) = {F{x) - d{x))yx = T{x)yx. We have therefore T{xyx) = T{x)yx 
for all pairs x,y E R. By Lemma 4.3.5 one can conclude that T is left centralizer. 
We have therefore proved that F can be written as F = d+T, where d is a derivation 
and T is a left centralizer, which means that F is a generalized derivation. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
4.4. Generalized Jordan triple {6, (f))- derivation on semiprime 
ring 
Inspired by the definition of {9,0)-derivation the ring, the notion of generalized 
{9, (/))-derivation was introduced by Ashraf, Asma and Shakir [5] as follows: 
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Definition 4.4.1 (Generalized (^, 0)-derivation). Let 9 and 0 be 
endomorphisms of a ring R. An additive mapping F : R ^ R is called general-
ized (^,0)- derivation (respectively generalized Jordan {9,(p) derivation) on R, if 
there exists a (6', (/))-derivation d : R ^ R such that F{xy) = F{x)e{y) + (t>{x)d{y) 
( respectively F{x'^) = F{x)0{x) + (j){x)d{x)) holds for all x,y ^ R. 
Remark 4.4.1. Clearly, this notion includes those of {9, 0)-derivation when F — d, 
of derivation when F = d and 9 = <p — I, and of generalized derivation, which is the 
case when 9 = (p = I. 
Motivated by the concept of Jordan generalized {9,0)-derivation the notion of 
generalized Jordan triple (^, (^)-derivation was introduced by Liu and Shiue [75]. 
Definition 4.4.2 (Jordan triple (^ , </))-derivation). An additive mapping 
d : R -^ Ris called a Jordan triple {9, (p)-derivation where 9,0 are endomorphisms 
of R such that 
d{xyx) = d{x)9{yx) + (p{x)d{y)9{x) + (j){xy)d{x) holds for all x,y e R. 
( / 0 a b\ 
Example 4.4.1. Let S be a any ring. Next, let R^=\ I 0 0 c I |a,6,c G 5 ^. 
[ \ 0 0 0 / 
/ 0 a b 
Define maps d : R —> R and 9, (f) : R —> R as follows: rf 0 0 c | = 
V 0 0 0 
0 0 b\ f 0 a b\ / 0 -a b \ / 0 a b 
0 0 0 , ^ O O c = 0 0 - c a n d 0 0 0 c 
0 0 0 / \ 0 0 0 / \0 0 0 J \ 0 0 0 
0 -a -b\ 
0 0 - c . Then, it is straightforward to chek that d is a Jordan triple(6', 0)-
0 0 0 / 
derivation but not an {9,0)-derivation. 
Definition 4.4.3 (Generalized Jordan triple (6^ , 0)-derivation). An additive 
mapping F : R ^ R is called a generalized Jordan triple {9, (j))-derivation where 
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6*, (j) are endomorphisms of R, if there exists a Jordan triple (6', 0)-derivation d such 
that 
F{xyx) = F{x)e{yx) + 4>{x)d{y)e{x) + (p(xy)d{x) holds for all x,y e R. 
Example 4.4.2. Consider the rings 5, R and automorphisms 9, 0, as in Example 
/ O a b \ / 0 0 6 \ 
4.4.1. Define a map F : i ? — ^ i? such that F 0 0 c = 0 0 0 .Then, 
\ 0 0 0 / \ 0 0 0 / 
we can find an associated Jordan triple (^, 0)-derivation d : R —^ R such that 
f Q a b\ / O a O \ 
d 0 0 c j = ( 0 0 0 . I t can be easily seen that F is a generalized Jor-
\ 0 0 0 / \0 0 0 J 
dan triple {9,0)-derivation but not a generalized {9, (/))-derivation. 
Remark 4.4.2. Clearly, generalized Jordan triple {9,0)-derivation includes the 
concept of Jordan triple (9, (;ii)-derivation when F = d, oi Jordan triple derivation 
when F = d and 9 = (f) = I, and of generalized Jordan triple derivation which is the 
case 9 = (j) = I. 
In the year 2007, Liu and Shiue [75] extended the Theorem 4.2.2 to Jordan 
triple (^, 0)-derivation as follows: 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let R be 2-torsion free semiprime ring and let 9,(f) be auto-
morphisms oi R. If d : R ^ R is a, Jordan triple {9, (f) derivation, then rf is a 
{9, (/))-derivation. 
We begin with the following important results which are essential for developing 
the proof of the above theorem. 
Lemma 4.4.1. Let i? be a ring and d be a Jordan triple (1,0) derivation of 
R such that d{aba) = d{a)ba + (f){a)d{b)c + (p{a)(p(b)d{c). Then d(abc + cba) = 
d{a)bc + (t){a)d{b)c + 4){a)(t){b)c + d{c)ba + (l>{c)d{b)a + (t){c)(j){b)d{a) for all a,b,c^ R. 
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Proof. Linearizing above we get 
d{abc + cba) = dia)bc + (j){a)d{b)c + (j){a)(j){b)d{c) + d{c)ba + (j){c)d{b)a + 0(c)0(6)fi(a) 
for all a,b,c & R. 
Now, we write A{a,b,c) = d{abc) - d{a)bc - (f){a)d{b)c - (j){a)(j){b)d{c) and 
B{abc) = abc - cba. In view of Lemma 4.4.1, we have A{a, 6, c) + A{c, b, a) = 0. 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let Rhe a. ring and d a Jordan (1,0)-triple derivation of R. Then 
A{a,b,c)xB{a,b,c) + (j){B{a,b,c))(j){x)A{a,b,c) = 0 for all a,b,c,x e R. 
Proof. Consider W = d{abcxcba + cbaxabc). Using lemma 4.4.1 to obtain that 
W = {{abc)x{cba) + {cba)x{abc) 
= d{abc)xcba + (p{abc)d{x)cba + 4>{abc)(j){x)d{cba) 
+d{cba)xabc + (j){cba)d{x)abc + (j){cba)4>{x)d{abc). 
On the other hand we have 
W ^ {{a{b{cxc)b)a) + c{b{axa)b)c)) 
— d{a)bcxcba + 4>{a)d{b)cxcba + (f){a)(p{b)d{c)xcba 
+4){a)(l)(b)4){c)d{x)cba + (l){a)(j){b)(f){c)(f){x)d{c)ba 
+(p{a)4>{b)^{cxc}d{b)a + 4>{a)(j){bcxcb)d{a) + d{c)baxabc 
+(j){c)d{b)axabc + (f){c)(j){b)d{a)xabc + (t){a)(l){b)(j){c)d{x)abc 
-\-(i){c)(t){b)(j){a)(j){x)d{a)bc + 4>{c)(f){b)(f){axa)bc + ^ {c)(f){baxab)d{c). 
Comparing the above equations, we see that 
A{a,b,c)xcba + ^{abc)(p{x)A{a,b,c) + A{a,b,c)xabc + (t){cba)(f){x)A{a,b,c) = 0 for 
all a,b,c G R. Recall that A{a,b,c) = -A{c,b,a). Thus A{a,b,c)xB{a,b,c) + 
(l){B{a,b,c))(l){x)A{a,b,c)), as asserted. 
Lemma 4,4.3. Let i? be a semiprime ring and a e R. axy = yxa for all x, y £ R, 
then a ^ S. 
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Proof. Let x,y,z,w e R. Then a{wz)yx = yx{wz)a = ya{wz)x = y{zwa)x = 
{yzwa)x = awyzx. By semiprimeness of R, awzy = awyz. Thus aw[z,y] = 0 for 
all wzy e i?. Hence ayw[a,y] = yaw[a,y] = 0. In particular, [a,y]w[a,y] = 0 for all 
y,w e R. Since i? is semiprime, [a, y] = 0 for all y e R. This implies that a e Z(i?). 
So now axy = yxa = yax for all x,y e R. Thus ax e R for all x G i?, as desired. 
Lemma 4.4.4. Let i? be a semiprime ring and Q be the symmetric Martindale 
ring of quotient of R with extended centroid C. Let (p be an automorphism of R. 
If a, b,c,d G i?, axb = c(j){x)d for all x E R, then there exists central idempotents 
^1,^2,63,^4 G C and an invertible element q & Q such that e^ ej = 0 for z 7^  j , 
Ci + 62 + 63 + 64 = 1Q and ei0(x) = eiqxq~'^, a = eicq, Cib = eiq'^d, 
€2b = 62^ = e^b = esC = 640 = e^d = e^a = e^c — 0 for all x E R. 
Corollary 4.4.1. Let i? be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and 0 be an automor-
phism of R. If for a,b ^ R, axb + 4>{b)(i){x)a = 0, then axb = 0 for all x ^ R. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.4.4 there exist central idempotents 61,62,63,64 G C 
and an invertible element q E Q such that 61 + 62 + 63 + 64 = 1Q and ei(p(x) = 
€iqxq~^,eia = ei(p{b)q,e\b = -€iq~^a,e2b = 636 = 64a = 65a = 0. so 61a = 
-Q{-^IQ~^CL) = -q^ib = -eiqb and 61a = €i4>{b)q = eiqbq'^q — ciqb. Hence 
2ea = 0. Since R is 2-torsion free, 61a = 0 and then ciaxb = 0. So it easy is to see 
that axb = {ei + 62 + 63 + 64)0x6 = 0, as desired. 
Corollary 4.4.2. Let Rhe a. semiprime ring and 0 be an automorphism of R. If 
a G Z{R), be Rand {(p{ax) - ax)b = 0 for all x e R, then (0(x) - x)ab = 0 for all 
X e R. 
Proof. By assumption, -axb + (f){a)(f){x)b = 0. In view of Lemma 4.4.4 there exists 
central idempotents 61,62,63,64,65 G C and an invertible element q e Q such that 
61 + 62 + 63 + 64 + 65 = 1Q and ei(l){x) = eiqxq~'^, 626 = 636 = 646 = 65a = 0. 
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In particular, ei< (^a;) = eiqxq'^ = e^a. Thus 0 = ei{~axb + (p{a)(i){x)h) = ei(-a: + 
(f){x))ah. So {(p{x) - x)ab = ei + €2 + 63 + €4 + e5)(0(a;) - x)ab = 0, as desired. 
Proof of the Theorem 4.4.1. Since 9'^ is Jordan triple (l,6'-V)-derivation, re-
placing d by d~^, we may assume that d is Jordan triple (l,0)-derivation. Then 
we have A{a,b,c)xB{a,b,c) + (l){B{a,b,c))(f){x)A{a,6,c) = 0 for all a,b,c,x e R by 
Lemma 4.4.1. It follows from Corollary 4.4.1 that A{a,b,c)xB{a,b,c) = 0 for all 
a, b,c,x e R. Thus by Lemma 4.4.2 A{a, b, c)xB{r, s,t) =0 for all a, b, c, r,s,t e R, 
for a, b, c, r,s,t E R, we have 
B{A{a, b, c),r, s)xB{A{a, b, c),r, s) 
= (i4(a, b, c)rs - srA{a, b, c))xB{A{a, b, c), r, s) 
= A{a, b, c)rsxB{A{a, b, c), r, s) - srA{a, 6, c)xB{A{a, b, c), r, s) ^ 0. 
By semiprimeness of R, B{A{a,b,c),r,s) = A{a,b,c)rs — srA{a,b,c) = 0 for all 
a, b, c,r,s e R. In light of Lemma 4.4.2, we see that A{a, b,c) E R for all a,b,c e R. 
Let a e 5 and b,c ^ R. Then a, ab, ac G Z{R) and cba — c{ab) = abc. Similarly, 
d{c)ba = abd{c) and ad{b)c = cd{b)a. Consider W — d{abcxcba). Then 
W = d{a{b{cxc)b)a) 
= d{a)bcxcba + 4>{a)d{b)cxcba + (p{a)4>{b)d{c)xcba 
+<j){a)(j){b)(j){c)d{x)cba + (j){a)(j){b)(j){c)(j){x)d{c)ba 
+(p{a)(p{b)(l){cxc)d{b)a + (j){a)(j){bcxcb)d{a). 
On the other hand using Lemma 4.4.1, we get 
W = d{{abc)x{abc)) 
= d{abc)xabc + (p{abc)d{x)abc + (j){abc)4>{x)d{abc). 
Comparing the above two equations and notice that cba = abc, we see that 
<f){abc)(f){x)A{c,b,a) + A{a,b,c)xabc = 0. Recall that A{c,b,a) ^ -A{a,b,c) and 
abc G Z{R). So ((){abc)(l){x)A{a, b, c) - A{a, b, c)xabc = 0, for all a G i? and 6, c, x G 
R. By Corollary 4.4.2 {(p{x) - x)abcA{a, b, c) = 0. Multiplying by y from right hand 
side, we have ((/)(x) - x)abcyA{a,b,c) = 0. Since A{a,b,c) G Z{R), it follows from 
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Lemma 4.4.2 that {4){x) - x)pstyA{a,b,c) = 0, for all a,p e S and b, c, s, t, y G R. 
Replace p by A{a, b, c) to get ((/)(x) - x)A{a, b, c)^ = 0 for all x e R. Note that 
A{a,b,c)[x,y] = [A(a,fe,c)x,y] = 0. This implies that A{a,b,c)[R,R] = 0. Thus 
2A{a,b,cf = A{a,b,cY{A{a,b,c)-A{c,b,a)) 
= A{a, b, cf{d{abc) - d{a)bc - (f>{a)d{b)c 
-(l){a)(t){h)d{c) - d{cba) + d{c)ba 
+4>{c)d{b)a + (j){c)(}>{b)d{a)) 
= A{a, b, cf{-d{a)bc - (f){a)d{b)c - 4>{a)(l){b)d{c) 
+d{c)ba + (j){c)d{b)a + 4){c)(j){b)d{a)) 
= A{a, b, cf{d{a)i(l>{bc) - be) - d{a){(f>{b)(P{c) - 0(c)0(6)) 
+{(P{cb)d{a) - d{a)4>{cb)) - ( 0 (Q) - a)d{b)c 
+(0(c) - c)d{b)a + {ab - (P{ab))d{c)) 
= A{a,b,cnd{ambc) - be) - d(a)[0(6),0(c)] + [0(c6),d(a)] 
- (0 (a ) - a)d{b)c + (0(c) - c)d{b)a + {ab - (t){ab))d{c)) 
= 0. 
It is easy to see that Z{R) does not contain nonzero nilpotent elements. So it 
follows that A{a, b,c) = 0 for all a G 5 and b,c e R. That is, 
d{abe) - d{a)bc - <i){a)d{b)e - (l){a)(j){b)d{e) = 0 (4.4.1) 
Note that if a e 5 and x,b,e ^ R, applying (4.4.1) we obtain that 
d{axabe) = d{a)xabe + (i){a)d{x)abc + (j){a)(}){x)d{abc) and 
d{{axa)bc) = d{axa)bc + (f){axa)d{b)e + (p{axa)(j){b)d{c). 
Comparing the above two equations, we obtained 0(a)0(x)yl(a, 6, c) = 0, for all a e 
S and a,b,ce R. Replacing a by 4>-\A{a,b, e)), we see that A{a, b,c)0(x)A(a, 6,c) = 
0. By semiprimeness of R, A{a, b,e) = 0 for all a,b,ee R. That is 
d{abc) = d{a)be + (f){a)d{b)e + 4){a)(t){b)d{e) for all a, 6, c G /?. 
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Consider 
W — d{abxab) 
— d{a{bxa)b) 
= d{a)bxab + (j){ad{bxa)b) + (f){a)<l){bxa)d{b) 
= d{a)bxab + 4){a){d{b)xa + 4){b)d{x)a + (j)(b)(t){x)d{a))b + (f){a)(p{bxa)d{b). 
On the other hand, 
W = d{{ab)x{ab)) 
= d{ab)xab + (j){ab)d{x)ab + (p{ab)(f){x)d{ab). 
Comparing above two equations, we have 
{d{ab) - (j){a)d{b) - d{a)b)xab + (j){ab)(f){x){d{ab) - (j){a)d{b) - d{a)b) = 0. 
By Corollary 4.4.1 {d{ab) - (j){a)d{b) - d{a)b)xab = 0. Thus it follows from Lemma 
4.4.1 that {d{ab) — (j){a)d{b) — d{a)b)xcd = 0 for all a, 6, c,d,x G R. By semiprimeness 
of R, d{ab) — (j){a)d{b) — d{a)b = 0, as desired. 
In the same paper, Liu and Shiue [75] extended Theorem 4.3.2 to generalized 
Jordan triple {6, (/))-derivation as follows: 
Theorem 4.4.2. Let R he a. 2-torsion free semiprime ring and let 9 and d are 
automorphisms of i?. If F :/?->•/? is a generalized Jordan triple {6, (;i!))-derivation, 
then F is generalized {6, (;/i)-derivation. 
Proof. We are given that F is a generalized Jordan triple (^,(|!))-derivation on R. 
Therefore we have 
F{aba) = F{a)e{b)Oia) + (j){a)d{b)e{a) + (j){a)4>{b)d{a) for all a,b e R. (4.4.2) 
In (4.4.2), we take d be a arbitrary Jordan triple {6, (;2:))-derivation on R. Now we set 
G = F~d. Then 
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G{aba) = (F -d ) ( a6a ) 
= F{aba) — d{aba) 
= (F(a) - d{a))e{a)0{b) for all a,b e R. 
We have therefore G{aba) — G{a)6{b)6{a). So 0~^G becomes a Jordan triple 
left centralizer. Hence, by Theorem 4.4.3 yields that e-\G(ab)) = 0-\G{a})b for 
all a,be R, i.e., G(ab) = G(a)e{b). Then F{ab) = d{ab) + F(a)0(y) - d{a)0{y) = 
F{a)6(b) + 4){a)d{b) and hence F is a generalized (^, 0)-derivation on R. 
Since every generalized Jordan (^, (;6)-derivation is also a generalized Jordan 
triple {6,0)-derivation, we immediately obtain. 
Corollary 4.4.3. Let /? be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and let d and 0 are 
automorphisms of R. Then every generalized Jordan {d, 0)-derivation of /? is a gen-
eralized {9, (/))-derivation. 
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